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Chapter I 
Introduction: Critic and Transcendentalist 
To many outside the literary field 1\1:argaret Full·e r is 
known chiefly as a pioneer in the field of woman's rights, 
if she is known at all. Her book, Woman in the Nineteenth 
---
Century ( 1844), widely read here and abroad when it was 
first published, was the inspiration of the femini.st ~ove-
ment in this country. The first woman's rights convention, 
h~ld at Seneca Falls, New York, in 1848, is considered the 
result of this book's philosophy -- that woman should be 
.1 
treated and educated as a human being_,. q soul, equal to m~-- ·· 
This work would Qot, however, ar.ol);:se a.ny excitement 
today, when the feminine sex has all 'that. li/Iiss Fuller asked 
·, 
and more. But in her era she. r·islte·d .. ,f;3.corn. and ridicule in 
her de_mand ·tb.at woman be given the same .righ-t:s ·a:s :man-.- Iie·-
C)~.us_e of: t ts controversi.!3-l theme, the b.cJqk --create:d __ llliJc-:e.d . 
. r·e.-a.ct-i'.ons.. On·e ,of her· contemporaries, KLlfus Wi--l-ruot. Griswold, 
·who _compiled an ·anthology of the works of important writers 
o:.f the period, oalle-d it. "an eloquent expression of her dis-
- t t t h .... · . b ./ ·t · d. f al '' 2 con en a av1ng -~en creae em e. On the other hand, 
\. 
Horace Greeley, t·he :famous reformer and. editor of the New 
.York T ·ibune, felt that "it was the loftiest and most com-
manding assertiJn yet made of the. ·right of Woman to be re--
garded and treated as an ind_epenqent, intelligent, rational 
being." 3 Even though her book was digressive, obscure, 
and badly written at times, it did contain ideas far advanc~-4-
for the era in which it was written.·· 
Wom8.:!1' s rights, however, were not l\Kargaret Fuller's 
only interest, although most of her writings did contain 
some feminist arguments, nor her only claim in history. 
Her great knowledge of literature, especially 
foreign, and her keen mind allowed her t·o be on equal 
intellectual terms with such famous men as Emerson, Dr. 
Channing, .!\.lcott, Parker, and Hawthorne. -one of her more 
lliodern biogr.aphers saw her as a "whetstone ·o.f genius,'' 
because of· he·r gif·t in bringing out the best in he·r 
friends and helping thern to aspi.re. to greater heights. 
JvTq.reov·er., 13he was the peacemake.r among her transcendental 
a.cq_uaintances when their diverse ideas clashed. Dr. 
Channing's nephew, Willi.am Henry Channing, was amazed that 
these cultural rebels "' acknowledged [ her] as a. peer of 
the realm in this world of thought.' 114 Many of her con-
temporaries testified to the effect she had upon her 
friends. The great Emerson .o·b$erved, 11 she was an .3._Qt:ive, 
inspiring companion qnd c.orr-e.:s·:p·ori"den t, and all the art, 
I 
the thought, and the ncfbl.enes.s in New ·England, see1ned at 
the moment related to he-'r,. and she to it." 5 w. H. Cl1an-
ning, not able to describe in words the beauty of the 
relationship he had with Margare.t, wrote that "it would 
. ,A\,, 
be like printing a chapter of auto-biography, to describe ., 
what is so grateful in memory, its influence upon one's 
self. " 6 James Freeman Clarke, a well-knoWl1 Unitarian 
!. 
2 
preacher of this era and a friend of lv1liss Fuller's, ae-
scri bed her as excelling ·1n conversation which inspired 
her friends to higher aims. 7 
As the starting editor of The Dial (1840), one of 
the first corupletely independent American literary enter-
prises, she gave her fellow transcenden_t_al·ists a means 
of collecting ana e~pressing their va.riqus o:pini.ons. 
Thomas Wentworth Higgins.on noted the imp-ort"tme.e o·f thi-s 
publication on which. rn-ss Fuller spent ·long hours organ-
izing and edi ti.ng. sub1ni t-ted materia,l and supplying much 
of it herself for no remuneration: "To know what Emerson 
. -. 
individually was, we can go to his book; it is the same 
v1i th Parker, Thoreau, Alcott. But what it was which 
1.11Ji t:ed these div~rse elements, what was their central 
spirit, what their· c·ollective strength or 1tveakness, their 
' . 
n.1a.x1mum and minimUIL, their high and low water mark, this 
must be sought in the 'D.ial.' Tha.t.vras the alembic within 
which they were all dist-i-1.led, and the priestess who 
superintended this intellectual chemic process happened 
to be Margg,ret Fuller."8 
She was one of the leaders, too, of a :mov·emerrt dur:-~ 
ing the 1840' s and .50' s which helped A.ffieri·can wr±·ti·ng 
f'r·ee itself from European influence, part,icularly Eng-
land's. In her essay, "American Literature," written 
'·----r 
especially for her book, Papers .2.!!. Literature and Art, 
she urged the neea for this country to have a literature 
3 
-of its own,· not imitative of Europe, and prophesied that 
a golden age of letters would come to America, although 
she would not liye to see it; instead, she must be happy 
to do all she could to prolliote it. 9 
Even though after her death Miss Fuller was remembered 
only as a feminist and a magnetic personality, the great-
est contribution she actually made was as a literary 
critic. One of the reasons that her· skill in criticism 
was obscured was that her friends who wrote about her were 
more concerned with her secret marriage in Rome and her 
tragic end at sea than they were wi th,,-.her writing~. Fur-
thermore, only one of the five volumes published during 
her lifetime was devoted to her criticisID; the essays col-
lected in this book were put together quiqkly before she 
sailed to ~urope. In the Preface she explained that she 
had thought that she could ~ut all of her important work 
in two volumes, but then discovered that it would take 
six or eight. If she had known this sooner, she would 
have made a different selection, "one wnich would do more 
justice to the ranee and variety of subjects." After her 
sudden death, her brother Arthur, a minister, edited some 
of her writings and published then1. But he tried to show 
her religious side and did little with her critic-al work, 
much of which remains hidden in mgnuscripts anti in the 
- .... , 
files of the New York Tribune. 10 
Al though some twentieth qentury ·c-r.-t-ti·c.s· ti:-~ve gone 
' 
:; .. / ~
~.: 
·1, 
as far as rating Ivtiss Fuller, along with Poe, as the best 
critic of literature this co1.U1try had up to 1850, most 
of them do not because of her poor writing. Her critical 
insight and judgment, however, are recognized, even though 
her writings are little read today not only because of 
their inaccessibility, but also because of her rambling, 
eff~si ve style. ~l Most of her literary cri ticisffi a·ppeared 
in The Western Iv!essenger, The Dial, and the New York 
Tribune. 
Her criticisms of German writings, particularly the 
works of Goethe, and, her translations had a great influence 
on the reception of German literature in AIL.erica, where 
or1ly a very few were acquainted with the lan,guage when 
she started. Through her efforts the lli~sterpieces of 
that intellectually-awakened coun_t.ry ·bec.·ame better known 
in tnis country . 12 
·Besides he·r c.r:itical work ;in. l:ite.ra:ture, she a·t:t.e.fnp.t·ed 
t.o evaluate the· q.ther art.El·. Ever1 tp.011gl1. here her ··critic:ai.. 
insight was not as g·ood:, sh·e did give an impetus to ·the 
growing interest in paintings, sculpt-µ.re a.ncl InU:$:f.c, .N::ew 
Englanders were showing at this time. 
Miss Fuller did crit.ioal work, however, in another 
field -- work that .. is S:Ca.tcely nien tioned by the scholars. 
She was not only an advocate of woman's rights and a 
critic of literature. and the arts but also a critic· of 
soo·i.ety in a larger sense. Her letters, journals, pub·--
5 
.. 
lished works, and particularly her newspaper articles 
are full of criticism against the social ills of her time. 
She was troubled by her country's failu·re to live up to 
its highest standards. The growing materialism, the 
white man's hypocritical and cruel treatment of the In-
dians, the bondage of the negro, and the poor conditions 
of i,nsti tutions sucl1 as prisons, insane asylums, alms-
·houses, and farms for children aroused her indignation. 
Iaeas of reform, such as Fourier offered, and the Brook 
Farm experiment that her transcendental friencis tried-_,. 
were examined crj_ tic ally. 
Her passion for trut·h and h·er love of bea.u·ty ·ap:p,l,ied 
.n.o·t. only to literature, but to every phase of -I:i.!e:.. She 
was keenly aware of the world about her. C,l.:·ark.e des.cr.ib.ed 
13· 
her as having ~·sagacious, all-observing ey·e:s. '' · · , One o-f 
-her bro··the-rs- w.r'ote: "'~·he characte.I'·l·s·ti.c trait of l~iar-
.g-a..r.e~, to which all her talent$ and acquirements were 
subordinate, was sympa triy, -- universal sympathy. She had 
·that large intelligence and magnanimity vvhich enabled: .p.~·r 
to colliprehend the struggles and triumphs of every forui of 
·. .· 14 
cha:rac ter. ' 11 
\"~herever she. t:rav·elled, §ll~: observed hu.m.ani ty, :it:s-
,s:truggles, ·its hop.es, its dr.e·ams and became angered .o·ve·r 
' ' 
. the inhumanity of man to num.. Everything -and eve.ryone 
with whom she .ca.Ihe in. co·ntact had to be apJrrai.sed. She 
.. wa.s a search:er f:o.r t::r .. uth ,and a perfec~.ionis.t • 
6 
.. : +.:· 
-The purpose of this paper, then, will be to present 
iv1argaret Fuller as a critic not only of literature, but 
also of society. It will be shown that: (1) she had 
great critical insight, more than most of her contempo-
raries, including Ellierson, despite her lack of style in 
writing; (2) she held a mirror to the problems of her era 
in her social criticism. 
Vital to :the understandin.·g: of. fr:is·s Fuller ~nd her 
contemporaries, such as Eme-rson or ·Thoreau, is: a knowl-
edge of transcendentalism _.;.. ·tts orJ.gt:r1s,, :1: t=:s: c.oncepts. 
j~ Therefore, before discussing Dliss Fulle-r·· a/s a critic, I 
shall give·· a short synopsis of this radica:1 movement 
which sho.ok the roots of Puritan New England. 
1VIargaret .Fu4ler, born in 1810, grew up· at a ·t·_ilne; 
when Bos-to::r1 -and i t.s environs were experiencing no·t only 
a ma.te1·ial growth but a spiritual and intellect:Ual awaken-
ing. Shortly after the conflict of 1812 this- section b.e-· 
came very prospe.ro1.2J3. Attention had beer1 diverted from: 
the: :se:a to in-dus,t"r~y ·because -o:f t-he emb~-:r.go-e.s of t·he 
:_BJ::'i·tish before.. th-i$ wa,_r.. l\._s- ·a re.·_su·1t, factories began 
to appear al.,bng the many ri·v_~:r·s.,: e._sp~c:.i_al.ly t:he Jiierrimac, 
and. were the principal sourjc:e: o·f the .n.ew W..e-al-th.. Rail-
,,.,.. . '· . 
roads were built, uni ting: all the isolated. s~ct-io._ns ·of 
New England with- Bos.ton. During this time tl~ latter city 
b·:e:came the center .o·f -a great intellectual a.nd- spiritual 
:!1erment. "The hig·h-est development of int.ell·.ect.ual life:· 
-~· 
7 
f ' 
in New England ·coincided with its greatest material pros-
perity. 111 5 1/luch had been accOmplished ou1twardly, the 
1 
:Revoluti.on and the Constitution joining all the states 
as o'ne country, and now there was a turnine inward, a 
spiritual search for truth. 16 
Be:c-.au_se religion had always pl .. aye·<i an importan·t p-~·rt 
in the 1·iv.e.s of New- Englanders, this is where the new 
thought began. Later~, as it developed, it spread .int.o· 
many other fields. The ·start of the nineteen th century 
saw a turning away from t·he -stern beliefs in the tota.l 
depravity of man and the sal·v·ation ·of the elect, taught 
by Calvinism, the religion .o'f the ·Puri tans, to a lliO re 
.J_·.i.be.ral, tolerant, and j::n.tell:e:ct·ual view, knovm. as Un-i-
·t·arianism. By tnE;, thi··rd :decad.e the latter was the ac-
.G:-~.p:t.ed religio.r1 :of· the respect·able and pro:s.perou·s of 
J)r. ·C.-r1a.nntng was its leader. Soon a·fter this .· .. - . . . ·. 
·tlle= :young.-e.r g·ene~ation, who had been taugn·t. by the latt~:_r·=; 
r.'·evolted :_against the cold reasoning o·.f tni.s new ct1urch •. 
:The revolutionJ.rJT iueas of the E1A:·ro·pear1 rom·artti-cs:, ac-
cepted by the yowiger group, known -as tr$Ilscendentalists, 
made the Unitarian:, who had thoug·ht Qf hit11s·,elf a .. s a 
•· 
liberal, feel like a conservative.17 
Al.tJ-1:p:u,gp t::J.~ansc·endentalists were ind.ivid\ial:.i .. sts with 
-quite different- viewpoint$~ tr1ey did ha-1/e· certai-n ideas 
in common. They believed. in th.e intl1i ti ve nature of man, 
rejecting the cold, mat.er-i.~li~t·ic philosophy .of .10.·.cke .• 
8 
l1 .• f 
,! 
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'110 them, the uni verse was a ''vi talis tic and evolving 
nature" which was a symbol of the spiritual world. They 
saw tne divine in man and rejected the belief of his 
total ctepravi ty accepted ·py their Puri tan forefathers; 
-nor could they agree with the pure reason of Unitarian-
·i:sm :or .i t.s illogical belief in the salva.:tio.n and miracles 
-a:f :Je$µs·. In literature they wanted t.cr ·use symbols "to 
body forth the intuited and organic vision of the gen-
uinely creative arti:st" instead of adhering_ to. classic 
or neoclassic rules. They believed tha.t socie<ty could ·be.: 
improved by the individual an-d .not. by legitil,ation, th·at 
each m~must have freedom to. grow to his utmost. 18 . 
It is not easy to ascertain exactly in every in-
stance what the sou.rq,es for these transcendental concepts 
were. There are certain influences, however, which can 
·' be seen, such as Platonism, the oroien ta.l scriptures ( read 
for the first time in ~merica), Swefrenborg's writings, 
'j 
and th.e :G:erni:an ic.iea-listic philoso·phy, either· directly or 
.indtr·e:ctly· through Coleridge and Carlyle. By the 1830' s 
'German id.e~.l-i$m had become the greatest infl.uence. Amer-
icans, Geo·:rg.e Ticknor, George E~1c.roft., :an.d Edward Everett 
, went to Germ~y in the second d.ecade of the 1800' s, re-
turning in a few years enthusiastic about the new think-
ing tl1ey learned there. Shortly after t.cis Harvard had 
.its .first instructor in German, Cha.rles T. Follen, a 
I 
:p .. o·l,i.tical exile. Thus, first-hand knowledge about Kant, 
9 
"\ 
.'·,·,j 
.. ~· .. 
' 
,_, 
Fichte, Schelling, Schiller, and Goethe came, to New England. 
Furthermore, these Gerruan idealists were interpreted by 
the }·rench (lviadame de Stael, Constant, and Cousin) cind the 
English ·romantics, as we have already noted. All of these 
were widely reaci·by the transcendentalists. 
Those who were reading qnd accepting these ne~r ideas 
.-i·n rel.igion, philosophy, end literature soon found one 
}3.riother and discussed their discoveries. m_any months before 
they had f"'ormed any idea of holding mee··tings. In the fall 
.. 
of 1836, however, after the Harvard Bi:c-en tenary, things 
began to happen. 1Emerson, Hedge, Geo·rge Putna.ru, and 
George Ripley talked together at the latter's home. The-y 
found such delight and interest in one another's ideas on 
religion and philosophy that a decision w~s-made to meet 
again at Alcott's house; then they met at Emerson's in 
Concord. The group grew larger with each meeting and 
became known· as Hedge's Club, for it seemed that when 
Hedge ca.me from Bangor, Maine, to visit in·Boston, a 
meeting of these intellectuals resulted. It was also 
known as the Transcendental Club. 
Margaret Fuller, of course, was a..µiong them. Even 
tr1ough she did not have the background in metaphysics 
wr~ich the others h::1d, she was ~ccepted by them because 
of her keen mind, her excellent li tera.ry background, and 
her knowledge of fore.ign _languages, particul:1,rly Gerroan. 
She had been well~educated by her·father, a Harvard 
) ' 
10 
graduate, in the classics. She had been taught Latin 
·-. 
and English grammar before she was six, and upon reach-
ing that age she began to read Latin and did so for 
many years g,fter. He-r father's library was the place 
where she sought entertainment as a child by reading 
Slliollet, Fielding, Cervantes, and Shakespeare. She was 
.only eight when she happened upon the latter's plays. 
' 
.-From then on she found it difficult to keep away from 
this great English playwright. \ft~r a year at a private 
'-
boarding school at thirteen, she starteo: o.n her own pro-
gram of self-developrner1 t about which she wrote: "I am 
learning Greek, and making acquaintanc.e with metaphysics., 
' 
and French and Italian li tera-t·ur.e. "· At twenty-two sh·e 
-$t.ar,ted to le~,rn German; three months later·she :was .. r:e:ad:-
:ing the masterpieces of this language. All her life, .s:he-
~ kept lear11ing by the extensive reading of great litera-t:u:r-'e. 
and by conversing w~ th outst:anding i11t.ellect1.,1als, ~_uqh 
as Emerson, an.d thus, gained t·he ·reput.atio.n · of b.eing the 
. :20 
:best eo.u:cat'e.d .woman in A.me-r:i.oa~-- ·· · . 
.. 
i• 
lJ . 
11 
Chapter II 
IV1argaret Fuller's Theories of ·Cri ticis·m. 
The transcendentalists wanted a national literature 
that was not i.mitative of Europe's. The Dial, ·a quarterly 
11:lagazine, was set up by them in 1840 t._o proviae an organ 
~ ;;·- . 
in which to encourage and to express. this view. Ifiss 
Fuller, because of her literary bac_kground, was chosen 
.. 
as its first editor. A.s leader of those interested. i:n 
th.e arts, she tried to esta.bli sh a system of c·ri tic.f13:ru 
which would help peopl.e understand= and appre.c.ia.t ..e wo·r,k .. s-
. l bf artistic genius~ 
B·Efr· ·f.irst a.rt:icle in The Dial, "A Sho.1~t. I}ss,ay :on: 
drit·ics," gave sollie of her main ideas on criticism. c.r:it:--
ics v,;ere classified as subjective, apprehensive (meaning· 
understanding of the writer's aim, not fearful as in t·he 
usual sense), and comprehensive.. :Th·e. s~bjecti ve criticrs 
judge writing from their ovvn p6:int a·.£ view. "They love, 
they like, or ttrey hate; the bo·ok ·is ·d.etesta.ble, iMnoral, 
Ftbsurd, or admirable, noble, o.f ~- ruqs·t approved scope ••• " 
·The·ir critic.isms are merely iinp.re·ss·io.ns ·an:d of no important 
v:alue. The apprehensive group are tnJ:rs~· wlro can identify 
themselves with the e,u.tho.r. "These ·can go out~ of them-
selves and enter· fully into a foreign existence., Th.ey· 
breathe its life; the·y live in its law; they tell wn.a-t is 
mea.n t, and why it so expressed its meaning. 11 She liked the 
latter group better than the first, ever1 thoug·n .sne did 
.. ~ . ' 
12 
I .. . 
not consiaer them "true critics." She did see, however, 
that "the value of their work is ideal as well as his-
torical." But the best critics are the comprehensive 
ones "who must also be apprehensive." After they have 
gone in to a work. :and judged it by .its own laws, "they do 
~ls:-o. -know: :h-o.vt to put that aim in. ·its pla,ce and how to 
:es,t·imate- .its· :relations •..• Stistained by a principle such 
·a/s, c:·_an. ibe. ·_g:irt within no rule, no formula [ they J can walk 
around the work ••• stand above it •.• uplift it, and try its 
weight. Finally [they] are worthy to judge i t. 112 
Even though her terminology is o_utr.uoded, lviiss Ful-
·.1:er' s conception of the three basic types of critics still 
holds •. He.r labels, 11 subjective" and "apprehensive" _are 
the same. _as: our ·t.erms "impressionist" and ''expressionist" 
(:s.ome:one ad-.h-ering to the Croce-S:Pi.ngarn. sch_o~).l .of· crit.1::-· 
.ci.Sil.l which holds that the critic- must try :to discove:r: 
·what the writer has pla.nn_ed_ t_o: do and then ascertain ho=w-
well he has succeeded.)} 
By sa_ying that one must iide:-ntify one's self with 
the vfrit.e·-r an.d judge the work. by his laws, 1v1iss Full·.er 
a(ivocated the rom~,11tic org.anic t:heory of critictsrrt; 'b.µ-t 
because she believed- that tne ''compr·ehensi ve '" ·c.ri t:ics a·r·:e'. 
the best, v,;e may conclude that. she did not accept "cri"t·i~ 
cal relativism. 114 However, in her .crit:.:i..:ci.sm of Goethe, 
which will be discussed later, she d.-ici J3/SSume the h:_i·s~, 
torical .or re.lat·ive viewpoint. 
13 
.,, 
Her c·la.·S$'.i .. fi.cat·ion of cri·tic·a. s·.he probably took from 
Goethe, for at the beginning of the essay she mentioned 
. 
. 
~ 
"our German benefactors." Goethe believed that the critic . 
. has three functions, the same as .Miss Fuller noted. 
5 
Unlike the classical critic·s who judge a work by a 
set of established rules, wh.i·c:tr ·$.re considered unchange-
able, the romantic critic:~ :a·re. at liberty to choose their 
./ 
own llieasurement by which they judge an artistic creation • 
. Po:r Carlyle, it was sincerity. 6 Miss Fuller was in-
. . 
,fl.µ.enced partly by moral and spiri t.:µ~l values in. a work, 
but not as much as her f"riend and. teacfhe.r, Eµierson, a.s 
·will be see11 when her defense of, Goethe i.s discussed l.~te,.r·. 
Instead of believing in one standard for all wri ter·s, sh:e 
felt that good wri ti.ng must be a spontaneous thing; it 
lli=US t come frOIL withi:n :and not adhere to strict laws. 
7 Fo.·.r· 
he.r, the writings o.f such masters as Dante, Shakespea.re,: 
Cervantes, 1{0.liere, and Goethe we.re gµid.-es· :fo:r· me·:a.s.u:I"itig: 
:any writer aspiring to itJI101·tal i ty; in art., sh·e ·used t:b:e: 
works of Angelo, tla.pt1ael, and Titian as s:·tand.a:rds:; wti·i.l·e:·· 
±·o.r· .m.usic, Beethoven, Bach, Handel, ivioz·ar·t, :a.nd .Haydn :b·Ef~ 
G~llie the examples. 8 
In a review in the New York Tribune· Qr1 vVilli8lll Ttro:m . .r:s 
p·Oems, she gave two ways of looking at .:literature.. T·h·e· 
:f.irst was to .accept only what is best, the "·I.liad.s and 
Odysseys of the mind's endeavor."· llJii ss Fulle.r bel·ieved 
.-
that the critic. who tt1inks this way will j.udg·.e all writing 
14 
by the "highest standard of literary perfection. h.e is· 
capable of conceiving ••• rejecting all that it i·.s· pd:$.~· 
sible to reject, arid reserving for toleration. only what 
is capable of standing the severest test." She recog-
nized that this method has the danger of pedantry. "In 
demanding that the stream should always flow transparent 
over goluen sands, it tends to repress its careless 
majesty, its vigour, and its fertilizing power." The 
se:oond way to look at literature, is· as '' the great 
mutual system of interpretation between all kinds and 
classes of man." The criti.c: .who sees literature in .... t:hts· 
light will believe "no i:mpttlJ:fe: to be ,en ti rely in vain·.=··· ·· -
He will search, therefore, ·i:nt: .. o ·t·he "circumstances, 
motive, and object" before c.o:rrde:rn.n.ing and will believe 
that "there is a beauty in each. ·h.at·ural form, if its 
law and purpose be understooci.. ·.0 Th.e dan.ger i·n this man-
ner of thinking is tht1 t it ~·$ apt:· to c·reate · "indiscrimi-
nate indulgence and a lev~ling. of the beautiful with 
what is merely tolerable. 11 9 MiSs Fuller, believing that, 
both fuethods should be employ~d, used both in her 
critical work. 
In the hundreds of literary reviews in tb.e Tribune 
.... 
s.he applied the theories mentioned above. In minor works 
the thought was put before the expression.. There was 
always a distinction ma.de between the real poets and 
those who had a poe·ti.c inclination. Works were classified .. 
15 
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and ranked in hierarchies. Those not truly aspiring to 
greatness, she criticized by the "apprehensive" method; 
those that may reflect genius, she judged by the "compre-
hensive" method. This kept her, for the most part, from 
becoming too enthusiastic over works that were mediocre. 18 
In a dialogue p~blished in·The Dial she emphasized 
' that all works cai11tot be judged by the "comprehensive" 
111ethod. Two men:, .~a.ID:e·d A.glauron and Laurie, whom she 
used in other dialogues- to point up literary problems or 
truths, criticize Festus, a poem_ by Philip James B~~-iley. 
-.. ,. 
· Aglauron, the "colliprehensi ve" cri ti.e:, judges this work by 
compa.ring it with the m.3.sterpieces of Mil ton, Dante, and 
Sh_B.kespeare. Laurie, the "reproductive" critic (sam.e as 
"apprehensive" critic, who identifies himself with the 
author and judges the work by its own law; he is repro-
-ducing what the author has planned and felt} co·nside.rs 
the life of the poet. The latter aalliits th~t there are 
faults in the poem when it is compared with· -t·he abc:>-\·e: 
masters, but he likes its sincerity; finally, AglaLlro·-n, 
won over to the opposing side, admits that Festus is the 
kind of work that must be judged by the "reproductive kind" 
f . t·· • . • 11 o cr1 1c1sm. 
She divided literature into three groups: the la.sting 
work of the _geniu.s, writings of scholars, who act as an 
"audienc,e. to- th~ genius, interpreter to the multitude, 11 
and the s:h_o·rt;....li ved works of writers wh.o· have something 
16 
·to say of -value only ·to their cont.emporaries. The latter 
is valuable because the "com111on and daily purposes_ of 
literature are the most important. It cannot, and will 
not, dispense with the prophecies of genius, but the 
healthy discharge of its functions must not be disparaged 
to exalt these. 11 When reviewing works which belong to 
the last two categories, Miss Fuller considered the ideas 
which are of interest and did not judge them by the 
"comprehensive" cri ticism. 12 
1diss Fuller, aware of the impact the journals co·uld 
have on the education of the people, was disappointed with 
t 
thelli for being too partisan in their criticism to pass 
fair judgment. "The use of criticism in periodical 
writing is to sift, not to stamp a work •••• the critic mus-t: 
riot be an infallible adviser to his reader. He must no_·t 
tell him what books are not worth reading or what mus.t:- b,e 
thought of the·m when read, but what he reads in them.-.-.-. 
:She pointed out tha·t the journals because of their bi:aere.d: · 
.spirit had lost 111uch of' their influence and ·then su:_.,gested 
th.qt they could regain- their importance by sti_mulatj~ 
thin.king rather than stifling it with do gm.a tic preach-
rne-.r1.t.s of wha~t they consider to be right. ''We do not want 
,m~~ely a polite respo,nse to what we though:t before·, but 
by the :freshness o·f_ t_hought in othe'.r ~ipds to have new 
thought awakened in o-ur: -own." (It is possible that here 
1viiss Fuller was cri tici.zi.nl<. the North A.merican Review. 111 3 
. . . . . ·'-
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She did no:t approve of the mutual adrriiration -- the 
praising of ·e book by a writer in the hope that his work 
would be praised in return -- which was going on in her 
day. Being a lover of truth, ltiiss :Fuller, disregarding 
her contemporaries' views, judged works as she saw them, 
as we shall have occasion to see later •. She insisted that 
critics tell the truth, but with love. "Let them seek to 
understand the purpose and scope: o.f ·.an author, his capacity. 
as well as fulfillment and how l1i,·s :f·aul ts are made to grow 
by 
. 
1S 
the 
.. 
th.e 
same 
c.as.:e 
sunshine that a·cts. ,upon 'hi.a virtues, for this 
w.ith talents no less than character. 1114 
.A.nmther time she warned that the "of-f.i~ces of Poet: ·-·'!'"' 
appreciate the· e:.xo.:ell,e:n~. s·hould c.al.1 .not.hing .e~c~1·1ent· 
which falls shO·;r:t. :o·f being. sc): •. "' It .is b·et.t.e:r :to unde·r-
ra te a wo.rk ·th·an .ov~rr::r.a:t..~ :i.-t:.. ,n:the ·truly· g.re·a.t; .E;l,re. tcYo 
well aware how difficult is: th.:e ~tta.inm~.nt CJ:f' e·xc.e,l.l·enc.e ., •. ~ 
either to flatter themse:lv·e:s as t.·o t:het·r W.Jrks ,. o.r t.o tre: 
other than grieved at idolatry frOiri others. 1115 
She considered that any critic who makes th·e· mistake 
of saying abo1.1t any work that it is the grea.test ·tha t 
ever will be produced is "limiting the infinite,u and .i,~: 
a bigot. "A.11 are so who limit the divine wi·t·h.in' th:e: 
boundaries of their present knowledge. 1116 
Her own words sum up very well her view on what: .. a 
.-e.r.itic should be: 
18 
The critic should be not merely a 
poet, not merely a philosopher, not merely 
an observer, but tempered of all three. 
If he criticize the poem, he must want 
nothing of what constitutes the poet, ex-
cept the power of creating forms 1nd speak-
ing music. He must have as good an eye and 
as fine a sense ••.. He must be inspirea by 
the philosopher's spirit of inquiry. and need 
of generalization, but he must not be con-
strained by the hard cemented masonry of 
metr1od to which. philosophers are prone. And 
he lliUS t hava the organic acuteness of the 
observer •••• There are persons who .maintain 
that there is no legitimate criticism except 
the reproductive .••• But the moment we look 
for a principle, we feel the rieed of a 
criterion, of a standard; and then we say 17 
what the work is not, as well as what it is. 
:In the abov·e ·r/Ii.·s::s Fuller was s:_q.ying what many of our 
mcrdern critics have "beco111e faruo.µrs for saying, tha.t is: 
the conflicts in the li tera.ry field must be concerned 
.. -18 
with philosophies about writing and not about style. · · 
She deserves praise· for be:Lng SO far ahead of her time in 
th·es:e. ideas. 
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Chapter III 
1'i!argaret Fuller Critic o·f· G·oe·th.e 
In the beginning of 1832 Ivliss Fuller, greatly influ-
enced by Thomas Carlyle's articles on Richter, Schiller, 
and Goethe, started to study German. Within three months 
after she began this endeavor, she was reading without 
difficulty the masterpieces of Gerliian literature. Before 
the year was through, she had finished "Goethe's Faust, 
Tasso, Iphigenia, Hermann and Dorothea, Elective ~ffini-
ties, and i'Liemoirs; Tieck's William Lovel, Prince Zerbino, 
and other works; Ko.rner, Novalis, anci sometr1ing o±· Richter; 
all of" Schiller's principal drama.s, and his lyric _fJOetry. 111 
'11.tlis I:"apid mastery of a l·ang·uage gives ;jne an idea 
·o:f·· '.h.e:r.· quick: m~nd; but her accompli.:sh1nen ts cart b·e .con~ 
s.idered e·ven . .1no·re amazing when it is taken into :consider-
~tion· th:a .. t .. she had no formal instruction in learning Ger-
·n1~1, only some help in pronunciation. 2 In her diary of 
J .. anuary, 1833, there is this entry: "I have now a pursuit 
of i~ediate .i·mportance: to the German langli8g.e .and liter-
ature I will give my 1.lJ).<liv:.i.ded attention.. I h::9~vf~ ms.de 
r·fJP·:i.c;l progress for one. ·quit·e unassist•ed. ;:,3: 
. . . . 
.iviiss Fuller's en thuslasru for German Ytr··i t·e:r:s, p·artic-
. ula:rl.y Goethe, made her anxious to exp·laii·n :~d exp0;und 
their ideas to her fellow Ame ric8..lls. In a letter v,ri t-
ten in 1836, srie stated her- .. iietp desire '·'·to interpret 
t.he ·German authors of whom she wa.s most fond to s1..1crt 
20 
Alliericans as ·are ready to receive." She believed that 
because she loved them so much she "might inspire others 
to love them a little .• 114 Ivir. Emerson in the Memoirs 
wrote: "It was one of those agreeable historical co-
incidences ••• the simultaneous appearance of a teacher 
and of pupils, between whom exists a st~ict affinity. 
Nowhere did Goethe find a braver, mor·e intelligent, or 
more sympathetic reader."5 
She wanted ·to write a biography of :Go·:ethe as e::1r1·y· 
as -1833, but she- kne.w tli-at· sr1e would ha_ve to study his· 
life more fully· before undertaking such :a formidable 
task. 6 Even though she collected many notes,.. she never 
did get the opportUlli ty and time to. :write t:lle life o·f 
this great German poet. Here is what Emerson had t.o. s·a:y 
:'.:1bout tr1is pro·ject of l'v1iss-. Fuller's: "About the· t-ime I 
knew her, sl1e· was 11edi tating a biography of Goeth.e., :a~
d. 
aia set hers.elf to the t~1sk in 1837. S.he.: sp~nt much 
ti·rue: o.n it:, ang. has left heaps of -m.anus·cr·,ipts •••• But 
she wanted le·isure and heal th to finish it, an1id the 
multitude .. of _proj_ected works with whica her brain 
teeliled:. ·$_pe: used great discretion op. this point ... 
7 
.. , 
Even before she wrote her ttansl~tion of EckermanJrl·.s·: 
Conversations with Goethe, J::Iiss Full~r- exerted ·:mucr.1, 
influence on those arolUld her to ap·preciate Goe:the :a.n.d· 
other German wr·i ters. Her 1·etters to her friends cturing 
this· period contain many of her ideas on these authors • 
.. ,. 
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She considered Lessing' s dramas to have "well conceived 
and sustained chal:,acters, interesting situations.". His 
works are 'easily followed; strong but not deep." To 
her, Nov is was a "wondrous youth," whose writing was a 
"relief, after feeling the illiillense superiority of Goethe." 
She felt that th~ "one~sidedness, imperfection, and glow, 
of a mind like t·hs.t crf Novalis, . seems refreshingly human." 
K"6rner uhas become a fixed star in the heaven of [her] 
thought. 118 She found that Tieck had important things to: 
, .'$·.ay, and she wanted to write about him and other Germa_n 
W~iters in a literary magazine that had been proposed. 
As early as N·ovember 30, 1834, she wanted to publi,sh ·h._er 
translation o.f G.o.eth.e' s Tasso, but w?s unable to .find :a 
, publisher for it. 9 
For The Western Messenger in 1838, a periodical 
started in 1835 by a few young Unitarian ministers who 
wanted to bring the new ideas about religion .an.ct liter-
ature which were flourishing in New Englan:d to the West, 
11iiss Fuller wrote two c:ri:t;iques on Korner. 10 In her 
cri ticiSIIl of thi:s: :y·oung ... G:ertn·ail poet, who died at the 
e a.rl:y age of twenty·- three: f:ighting as a so 1 di .... er to fre.e 
ni.s fa:the,rl.and, she used the "apprehensive" approach, fo:r 
·sJr.e did. not think he was important in German literary 
:history. She identified herself with Korner by telling 
~bout his l·ife and feelings. BecEtuse he had such a happy 
·qh_i,.J.d.pood and. rec:ei ved from hi$ ·P.~ren·t.s s,yrupathy, under-
r· 
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standing, and guidance, the poet developed freely. She 
did not find him a great artist, however, because his 
poems were concerned with the "local and temporary," not 
the universal. Wha .. t he felt in his poems was of more 
importance thEtn his .. thoughts. Furthermore, she did not 
find him tco talented in portraying characters. "A tra.it 
·here and there he seizes and paints successfully, but the 
thousand delicate touches, which show the skill of a 
master in any art, are wanting." Her interest in tl1is 
poet was "the beauty of his life, and i·ts truly dranratic 
. 
catastrophe which impart such interest to the feeblest of· 
those effusions, in which he has recorded its impulses." 
Even though she realized that his theme was the wrongs 
done Germany and his desire for his country's freectom, 
she felt that "his beautiful moral nature makes him the 
property of the world; the sympathies of that nature were 
universal -- their tendency accidental. "ll 
Around 1838 George Ripley and other friends of Miss 
.Fuller's started a project to publish Specimens of Foreign 
Literature, which was to have fifteen volumes devoted to 
transl~tions of German and French literature. There was 
to be a life of Goethe, made from original documents; she 
was to be the collector for this volume. This plan went 
astray, however; instead, she translated Eckermann's Con-
versations with Goethe for the fourth volume, published 
in Boston, 1839. 12 In the preface to this translation, 
23 
she defended Goethe from the criticisms he received in 
America, Germany, and England (Blackwood' s 1~agazine). · 
~he listed what she considered the objections to his works: 
''He. is not a Christian; He is not an idealist; He is not 
~ democrat; He is not Schiller.·•.• Then she proceeded to 
.answer these charges: 
If by Christian be meant the sub-
ordination of the intellectual to the 
spiritual, I shall not deny that with 
Goethe the reverse was the case. He 
sought al·~vays for unity; but the want 
with him was chiefly one of intellect •••• 
He was far from insensible to spiritual 
beauty in the hun1an character. He has 
embodied it in its finest forms; but 
he merely put it in what seellied to him 
its pl~ce as the keystone of the social 
arch, and paints neither that or any 
other state with partiality •••. :His God 
was rather the creative and uplifting 
. than the paternal spirit; his religion, 
that all his power must be unfolded •••• 
Itenunciation, the~ power of sacrificing 
the temporary for the permanent, is a 
leading idea in one of his great works, 
Faust, where Margaret ••• redeems not only 
her own soul, but that of an erring lover .••• 
He was not an idealist; that is -to say, 
he thought not so much of what might be 
as wh~1t is. He did not seek to alter or 
exalt Nature, but merely to select from 
her rich stores .••• He was an aristocrat. 
And in the present day hostility arises 
instinctively against one who does not be-
lieve in the peoples and whose tastes are 
in fa.vor of a. fixed eterna.l gradation •••• 
To be sincere, consistent, and intelligent 
in what one believes is what is important •••• 
To those who object to him that he is no 
Schiller, it may be remarked that rhakespeare 
was not ~ilton, nor 1riosto Tasso. j 
In these l~st lines above l'viiss Fuller expressed her 
. . 
b'e.lief that an- artist, must be true to hims·elf, listen to 
24 
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his own laws, and not accept cl~E?s_i:c:· rules, sl1ch ,~$: · 
A.ristotle' s. 
After this excellent defense of Goethe, she stated 
her opinion of him: he was important a.a a "means of 
balancing the judgment and suggesting thought from his 
antagonism to the spirit of the age." Goethe would 
rather have had a few men reach perfection than have 1):~d: 
the many improved a little. "He believes more in man· 
than men, effort than success, thought than e.ction, nature 
than proviaenc·e." This was a man that asked o.nly to be 
known; he d·id not care if one believed as he did. She. 
c~nsidere:d ·Go,e·t:be to be "one of the finest lyric :po:·et,s. 
·of moder·n times ••• the best writer of the Germ,an .. lang11age ••• 
almost the finest observer of his time of hum-an :::rtature, 
and almost as n1uch so of ex:te,rnal nature, and a- m.ind 
which has known how to .recoricile indi viduali.ty of char-
acter with universality o.f thought." Sh:~- d'i~- .not tl1ink 
t.hat h·.is criticisms on art and li te.raO:t.ure t!.ould 11 be sur--
Jta.ss_er.ct in independence, fairness, p·o.w.e:-rJ~ of sympathy, and 
largene·s:-s·. ·of view." l4 
i~iss Fuller was not ~3. ' 'blind: ·ad1nirer of Goethe, 11 as. 
was. Carlyle. Instead, ,s_h.e- was arJ1oyed by his "aversion 
·to pain and the isolation of the heart."· To her,. he :di:d. 
not seem to be a true artist, for although "he had the 
artist's · eye and the artist' s hand, " he di:d not have "the 
artist's love of structure. 111 5 
I .• 
JI 
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iv1any _of her views on Goethe in this preface agree 
Vfi,th ·t-h'e opinion of modern cri ti·cs of the great German 
_po.:et. For example, Thornas r~ann noted that the general 
:a-inl o:! (i-oethe' s life and work was renunciation. Wallace 
B·. '.?fichols emphasized the German poet's great lyric talent 
and spoke of his universality: ,iHe felt individually but 
he expressed universally. 1116 
Miss Buller was ahead of h-.er time in looking at 
Gtiethe from the historic point of view -- the way we 
17 judge greatness today. In the preface she asked the 
"hasty critics'' ·t.o ·reni"ernber the time it took for "si1uila.r 
1no·v.ements in Itaiy·, Sp.ain, France, and Englano." to find, 
·tJ1e·:i:r rightful place in other countries; then "they 
w,o·uld not think.fifty years' investigation to_o much for 
t~-if'ty years' growth." She pointed out th:·at -Germany felt·-
the greatness of Goethe "for m_o-re· thari .h·alf. a :cen_tW'Y; 
. I 
'the world i$: beginning to ·:fee:1 .it:,. ·but the· ti.n1e may not 
yet have ripened hiS critic; especi::illy as the grand 
·h.istor-ic:al, .s-t.andpoint i-s the only one from which .a cortpre·--· 
•.. 
,tJ:er:tsive view could be taken of hiIB. 1118 In other words, 
s-he saw that the' o·nly way a genius' true :wo:rth to his 
age or the wo:r•ld can be judged was by the historical 
view. l·n t:hi:s she went, be.yond Carlyle and preceded by 
0.ecades the cohtemporary ,critics of Goethe in Germany. 1 9 
In he.r f.ir·st ~:r·ti:-c:i_e, .o.n. (Jo.et:he- in ·The Dial, she 
:defended him .. ,again-st the·- Ge:·J~IIl~.n c-r·i tic, Wolfgang 1-/~enz~l ,. 
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whom she labeled a ':'Philistine." Even though she did 
give him credit for having a "vigorous and brilliant 
1.L.ind, and a wide, though imperfect,; culture," she did 
not think Ivienzel' s talent was a.dequate to understand 
i 
genius. She pointed out, too, that he did not judge 
Goethe· by the "apprehensive" lliethod of criticism; he 
~lid :not identify himself with; the poet nor try to under-
,_:s·ta_rid his life. 
hlenzel's charge that Goe.th.~: :lived too fully, that 
h·e was a. sensualist and debaucher, Miss Fuller disputed. 
~he many volumes written and published by him ,she us.ed . 
. as prooT that the greatest part of his life had ·b·een 
spent in writing and not in physical pleasures;: that 
he worked diligently and grew intellectuall.y. ·s .. h· .~ • · ···.··.e: aia· 
..... -.. 
. .•.· ..... 
admi_t, however, that he failed to o"btai.n hi:$ .'h:igh.e:s.t .. 
development. 20 
In her best article on Goethe·, whi.c.t1 ap·p.e:are:·d. ~ 
half year later in The Dial, i'o~iss ]'ul.J_.e:r emphasi.z·ed that 
this German writer could have been even greater h.ad he 
not gone to live .in Weimar, where he '/\las favore,d by the 
·c·ourt, .fame, mo·ney, .and independence. Hi~-:) c}.tcJice to 
accept Duke Karl. ·\ug.ust·• s invitation to. co.nie .. to hi13., 
court was his "'Parting of the Ways." A.ft.er this . al~. 
. . . . . ..... ' .... 
tho·ugh his writings were full of wisdom, ·tll'ey la:.ck·e·d 
f th t t d . . . . . 21 or e n~os par a 1 vine s:p1r1 t. 
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hensive" method of evaluatint; the poet. First, she 
identified herself with him by trying to understand why 
he acted as he did, why he took the path of the man of 
the world instead of being true only to his geniu~, :~d: 
why he showed so little heart. She did this by discuss-
ing the influences on .him. of family, his first love, 
friends, schooling, and the times. Then she compRred 
him to other great men· of le.t.te-rs -- Dante and Sh~-1kes-· 
pear·e. Another standard ·$he. u,s.e.d to measure him was a 
transcendental ideal of .s,p±r·it_ua.l growth. Her use of 
the "comprehens·ive'' .tnet:11od ·of c.riticism on Goethe showed 
that she considered him t.o be a g'eJ1.tq;:s:,: a: i;nas.ter headed 
for ifilillorta.1 i ty. 
The di verse natui~~s· of his mothe"I.', .·fa.th:er:, and· 
§ister, she saw :a;cs: ha·ving their ef.fe:c't on Goethe. The 
father's an1b.iti·o·n f:o.r external .a.cc·omplishments was a 
"wholly artifiCi.·al•i :ih.:rl.uenc-.e o·h. the poet while his 
IllO ther' s l"riqk of th·_e ins.pj.~:r,at.i :onril. quality and her con-
·ten tmen t with what she saw in a person did little to IL.ake 
him aspire to. higher things. His sister was no help 
either in aiding her brother to grow spiritually, for 
.)·~ 
she was "social and intellectual,. :not religious or 
tender." 
1vii.ss Fuller also blamed the. :p·oet-' s,. ·ear.ly: ·4is:ap_point-
:ment- in love for ma.kirig him. llard. and- ·s:toppin_g -n·tt1e few 
pale buds of faith and t·ert·de:r:r1ess ·that hie·n·eart: put · 
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for·th. 11 His friends, she noted, were not friends in the 
.real sense of the woru, but merely friends of the intel-
lect. And in his education "he wa.s driven from the 
sever.i ty of study into the world and then again drawn 
22 back many times in the course of his crowded youth." 
In attempting to find an excuse for Goetn-e' s spend-
ing: :so much of his valuable time on state du.ties instead 
ai~ o:n his writing during his intellectual prime, twenty-
five to forty years of age, she pointed to the times in 
which be lived, explaining that thi-s. was an age when a 
writer did not have opportunity as h:e did in farmer times 
to help in matters of governmer1t; labor was divided, arid 
·the writer !ound tha.t he was not ·allowed to do anything 
but write. A .literary man, she emphasized, n1us.t get his 
mater·ial.-:·s for his work from life; he cannot :be isolated·! 
from it. This is why writers rebel and do other things 
of which they appear to be IL.ore proud than of their wri·t:~ 
ings. This longing to be part of life, she realized, haij .. 
some influence on Goethe's desire fo·r finding pleasure. -i:r1. 
"tangible pov,er and dee ided rela.tions with socie "4Y.,, whicll 
he four1d in Vveimar. 23 
Then .dliss .Fu1 .. l·er presented an even more .. important 
re·ason for Goethe·' s: ye 1arning for worldly acclaim -- the. 
genius suffered in his isol~tion from the majority of men 
who cannot understand him. "The ench8.nted eye turns from 
the far-off star it has detected to t·he shortsighted by-
29 
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stander, and the seer is mocked for pretending to see 
what others cannot •••• The sympathy he seeks flies his 
touch, the objects of his affection sneer at his sublime 
c_reduli ty, his self-reliance is arrogance, his farsig.ht--
edness infatuation, and his ready detection of fallacy 
fickleness and inconsistency." She was aware that in 
Tasso Goethe was depicting the inner struggle caused by 
his desires and· he "described the position of the poet-
ical mind in its prose relations with equal depth and 
fullness. Vve see what he felt must be the resul·t of .. 
24 entire abandonment to the highest nature~." 
The aloofness and confidence that Goethe showed as 
a mature man 1'1Iiss Fuller we.s sure were not qualities he 
had when he was young. In his youth he was able to 
write a great deal, but he did not have any faith in what 
he wrote. He changed from an impetuous youth with lack 
.o.f self-control and confidet1c.e· in to a cold man who no 
longer showed tenderness to those around him; instead, 
,, 
he used people for his own purposes -- th;ey became "cram.-
me rs and feeders of his intellect." The world became for 
. 25 Goethe "an arena or. a studio, but not a temple." ( 
In this essay .Margaret Fuller showed that his works 
depicted his own life. Dichtung und Wahrheit, she be-
lieved, told about his great decision to go to the court 
in Weimar, the turning point in his life. Before this, 
he was inspired by his genius. Afterw~rds, he created 
., 
• 
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because he must, not from inspiration, and his intellect 
bec9me more developed than his moral nature. 26 
•' 
In Werther she found the effects on Goethe of his 
youthful lack of cronfidence, his impetuousity, and his 
sociability. "Werther, like his early essays now repub-
lished from the Frankfort Journal, is characterized by a 
fervid eloquence of Italian glow, which betrays a part of 
his character almost lost sight of in the quiet trans-
parency of his later productions, and may give us some 
. 
idea of the mental conflicts through ·which he passed to 
mannood. u 27 
' 
Even though Goethe changed when he went to Weimar, 
she insisted tha·t he should not be confused "with those 
who sell their birthright. He: became blind to the mo re · 
generous virtues, the nobler impul-ses, but ever- in self-
respect was busy to develop his r;i.a~ure·.· He w.as kind, 
industrious, wise, igentlemanly if n·ot :manly. If his 
genius lost: sight of the highest ailli, he is the best 
instructor in the use of llieans; ceasing to be a proph~·t 
poet, he was still a poetic artist." 28 
Goethe was then compared to Dante and S.h:ak.e.spe.~r·:e:,_.: 
:t'=H··is works grow out of life, but are not instinct with 
·the peculiar lif"e of human resolve as are Shakespeare's 
or Dante's." 29 
She saw Faust as Goethe's "great idea of his life, 
as indeed there is but one great poeti~ idea possible 
1· 
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to man -- the progress of a soul through the various form
s 
of existence •••• Faust, had it been completed in the spirit 
in which it was begun, would have been the Divina Com.media 
of its age." 
Dante's poem was compared with Goethe's: 
But nothing can better show the dif-
ference of result between a stern and earnest 
life and one of partial accolliIIlodation than a 
comparison between the 'Paradiso' and that of 
the second part of Faust. In both a soul 
gradually educated and Ied back to God is 
received at last not through merit but grace. 
But oh, the diff'erence between the grandly 
hUllible reliance of old Catholicislli, and the 
loop-hole redemption of modern sagacityl Dante 
was a man, of vehement passions, many preju-
aices, bitter as lliuch as sweet. His knowledge 
was scanty, his sphere of observation narrow, 
the objects of his active life petty, com-
parea with those of Goethe. But constantly 
retiring to his deepest self, clearsighted 
to the limitations of man but no less so to 
the illimitable energy of the soul, the sharp-
est deta .. ils in his work convey a larger sense, 
as his strongest and steadiest flights only 
direct the eye to the heavens yet, beyond. 
Yet perhaps he had not so hard a battle 
to wage .as this other great poet. The fiercest 
passions are not so dangerous foes to the soul 
as the cold skepticisn1 of the understandiD.t:i• 
The Jewish demon assa.iled the 1nan of Uz with 
physical ills; the Lucifer of the ~i~ule Ages 
tempted nis passions; but the JJ1ephistopheles 
of the eighteen th century bade the finite 
strive to collipass the infinite, and the intel-
lect atterupt tc> solve all tr1e problems of the 
soul.}J 
rAiss .Buller, unlike many of her contemporar_ies, under-
stood the llieaning of .B,aust as modern critics see it. Ir1 
he·r day, .tiowever, it took great courage to appraise the 
·· work as she did. There were tt1ose wl.o, like Andrews Norto
n, 
1 did not appr.o.ve :crf Goethe and his vvr·±.·tin:gs. In the Select 
L 
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Journal of Foreign Periodical Literature, April, 1833, 
he wrote: 
.-~. 
The death of Goethe has served to 
make him an object of attention to many, 
i~ whom his life and writings had before 
excited little in.terest •••. vv·e are not, 
however, among the admirers of his works 
considered as literary pro due tions. · -vie 
doubt whether a cultivated English reader 
of correct principles and good taste could 
unhesitatingly lay his hand upon any one of 
them, · and say that it never appeared •... A.n 
artificial and diseased taste must be 
created before they can be read, without 
much weariness and dislike.31 
An,unknown cri.tic in the July, 1840, issue of the Nor·th 
All1erican Review, appraising a translation of Faust by A. 
Hayward, called this book "the wildest o·f the German 
dramas." 32 
-
tJ1iss Fuller consid.ered Wilhelm l'i~eister as "the· coi1~ 
tinuation of .B1aust in the practical sense of the educ.~tio·n 
of a man. The mainspring of action is no longer the irn-
passion:ed ana noble seeke·r·, but. :~ disciple of circum-
stance, whose most marked charac·teristic is ·a :taste for 
virtue and knowledge."33 
It is significant to note· that Wilhelm Leister was 
not Ernthusias ticall.Y received by the German critics 
(Schiller an .exc:e tJ·t±on); nor by the English ( Carlyle an t-
·exception). ::Novalis consiaered. it "a.rtisti_c atheism"; 
Niebuhr, "a. men.agerie of tame animals"; Stolberg burned 
all of the book except "Confessions of a Beautiful Soul." 
In ·England .De Quincey reler1tle$$.l·Y· :~ttacked it in London 
l--., 
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h1agazine ( Septeraber, 1824), while Wordsworth, after ~e-$,.d-
ing only a few pages threw it down, disgustect. 34 , 
\ I 
Goethe's Elective Affinities and Iphigenie lvlarga,ret 
Fuller found "surpassingly beautiful works. 11 She defend--ed 
the former against charges of sensuousness and illililorali ty· 
,; by pointing out tha.t it discussed the validity of the 
marriage vow 'in a cold manner, and that Goethe did n-:_ot 
·hav·e t·o show horror or surprise as -~n author. In fact, 
I. 
·he· should be detached; it :is up ·t:o the discerning reader 
to see that this work is very moral and religious. 5 5 
In Iphigenia I she saw the po:e.,t· ·110:t :as "the c ourtie,r_, 
:nor the man of .. the world, no.r th·e co-:nn.qisseur, n_or the 
friend of 11lephistopheles, nor ·wilhe,l_m: ·the ..r~as-te:r .. , nor-
Egmont the generous, free liver, t:n.at s~yv: _Jphigenia .in. 
the world of spirits, but Goethe i:n h.is .:first-born glory; 
Goethe, the poet; Goethe, designed to be the brig~te·s,t· 
star in a new constellation."36 
Finally, in this essay on Goethe in The Dial iv1is.s 
Ful.ler: saw him as the greatest of contemporary writers. 
Because of this, she juaged him by the highest standard, 
which has been pointed out earlier in this paper. She 
was 11ot, however, completely satistie~ with him bec-a11:.se 
t 
' he di.d not measure· up to: the transce.:nde:ntal views. o.-f 
what the i.d·eal ma.ti and the poet shou-ld t·e. It is_ not. 
easy to satisfy such requirements, for they a.t·e ·bas'e-.d .. 
on the idea of man's infini t~ growth rather th·an o:n 
34 
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the greatest achievements of art that the ages have pro-
duced. "The essay on Goethe illustrated the futility of 
the effort to arrive at any completely affiriuative judg-
ment within the Transcendental frame of reference." 37 
It is probably true, as one scholar has stated, that., 
f~argaret Fuller can be considered in her era as the best 
defender of Goethe in the United States. Re:ally to see 
how good a c1·i tic sh·e w.a·S of the Gern.ian poet, we can com-
t.Jare her evaluation of· him with what her contemporaries 
had to say, as we have already noted. ~e may add that 
her clo.se friend Emerson. did not like his morals and al-
lowed this to color his judgment of Goethe's works. He 
wrote to Carlyle, November, 1834: "Far, far better seems 
to me the unpopularity of this Philosophical Poem ••• than 
the adulation that followed your eminent friend, Goethe. 
'Ni th him I am becoming better acquain t·ed, but mine m.us t 
be a q.u.alified ao.niiration .••• I c·annot but regard it as 
i1J.s. Jni.sfortune, with conspicuous· bad influence on his 
... 
I 
.genius,:.-- that velvet life he led •.•. Then the Pllrtt·an I 
·, .. 
h1 Ille accepts no apology for bad morals in such as he. 1138 
Even t·ho~gh· Emerson later learned to like Goeth·e better, 
probably through th.e i;nf .. l.uence of Carlyle and IV[iss Fuller, . 
he never did ~o·cre:-pt hitn :comple.t ..ely .. . L_ ._ 
On the whole, r_·e_l_.i:gidU_·· .. _s_· ,p·.reJ·udice. l.,·n New. Eh 1 ······d . --- -. g. an 
kept Goe:the from being. :re·~d. or liked. His firnr belief· 
in the .deyeloping o .. f th.e p:hysical as well a:s:. t.he spiritual 
' I 
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side of man did not meet the approval of tb .. e. ·Puri tans 
nor others whose religion had its beginr~ings in Puri tan-
ism, such as Unitarians, for they considered the physical 
nature of man as evil. Goethe was, therefore, thought 
of as an atheist, writing immoral books. Al though fv1iss 
Fuller's Puritan heritage was not helpful to the ob-
jectivity of her criticism, she was able to overcome 
this to a great extent in her discussions of Goethe, in 
v·.hich she tried to pers·uade others to see how unjust was 
much of what had been S'aid about him.39 
l\iliss Full:e.r can be compared with Carlyle in that 
they b.oth thought highly of Goethe and both tried to make 
t:hei:r respective countrymen understand and appreciate 
·him. l\1any of her thoughts on. the German wri tsrs and on 
Goethe are like Carlyle's; there can be no doubt that the 
Scotsman influenced her thinking and enthusiasm for Ger-
man literature. She was, however, more tempered in her 
praise of Goethe than he; she could see some faults • 
.Furthermore, miss Fuller was no blind follower of Carlyle, 
for she differed with his ideas, as shown by the follow-
ing in whic.q she discusbed a new book of his: 40 "Car-
lyle' a book I have, in some sense, read •••• No doubt it 
may be of use to rouse the unthinking to a sense of those 
great dangers and sorrows. But how open he is to assault. 
He rails himself out of breath at the shortsighted, and 
yet sees scarce a step before him. Mr. C's tone is no 
,) 
., 
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better than before. He is not loving, nor large. 1141 
; I 
Her criticism and interpretation of Goethe compare 
very favorably with the best criticism of today. 42 She 
was far ahead of her time in seeing the greatness and 
universality of this German master. Albert Schweitzer 
sees in Goethe's works solutions for today's problems; 43 
this is one example in which her judgment of over a 
hundred years ago is still valid. She knew that when 
history came to measure him, he would be one of the im-
,·mo r·ta.l·s. 
37 
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Chapter IV 
:(Jr.i·t .. i·c: of French Literature 
In 1843 Jtargaret Fuller made a trip to what was 
' then considered the West -- Illinois and Wisconsin --
with James Freeman Clarke, her partner in the study of 
German, ana his sister, Sarah. Shortly after her ar-
rival hollie, she started with the help of a great o.eal 
of research at the Harvard College Library to expand 
her journal observations of this excursion for publica-
tion. The following spring, 1844, the book, which she 
called Suron1er on the Lakes, was finished. Its enthusiasm 
----
for the West attracted the attention of the radical re-
·.:former and newspaper editor, Horace, Greeley, who was 
as excited about this section of the country as Itiss 
liuller appeared to be in this work. He considered the 
book "'unequalled, especi·ally in its pictures of th_e 
Prairies and of the sunnier aspects of Pioneer life.' 111 
This book, her writings in. The Dial, and the plead-
ings o:f his wife, wno had met 1Vliss ~1uller in Bo·ston 
where she had spent a few weeks for several succe:s::s-:i.ve 
years anu acimired -her great intellect, swayed lVIr •. Greel·ey 
to oft·er her a position ELS literary critic on his liberal 
p.a.per, the New· York Daill T.ribune, conside-red the "most 
powerful American journal II of its tiTue. 2 Sne accepted 
this opportunity for a career in writing ·arL.Q. 'moved to 
New York in December, 1844. 3 
·-.~ 
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Al though impatient with r.1iss Fuller's slower pace 
in writing and her reflective attitude and annoyed with 
her frequent headaches and other physical complaints, 
I~r. Greeley did admire her· truthfulness: 
But, one charRcteristic of her writings 
I feel bound to commer1d, -- their absolute 
truthfulness. She never asked how this 
would sound, nor whether that would do, 
nor what would be the effect of saying 
anything; but simply, 'Is it the truth? 
Is it such as the public should know?' 
And if her judgment answered 'Yes,' she 
uttered it; no matter what turmoil it 
might excite, nor what odium it might 
araw down on her own head. Perfect con-
scientiousness was an unfailing character-
istic of her literary efforts.? 
As ·.a writer for a paper with a circulation of ,around 
thirty thousand subsCri bers, 6 Miss Fuller had the oppor~ 
tuni ty to pr~sen t her opinions on books and cri ti ci sm to 
:!tlany people from various walks of life; quite different 
from Boston, where she had been able to speak only to a 
small, intellectual group. 
Por the New York Tribune she wrote on the· average 
about three articles a week; not all, howev~r. ·were con-
c·erned with li.terature.. Sonte were devoted to· q-riticism 
of social institutions, .such as prisons, insane: asylums, 
·· and ct1ilctren' s homes .o·;r topics wr1ich will be a:iscussed 
During the .B'rench hevolution few books were exported 
fr.:_om Europe to America. But a:round the second decade of 
·the 1J300' s a g.rec1 t .. ~ount of, :li·terature from England and 
39 
the continent came to this country. 7 Miss Fuller had the 
opportunity to read many of these t·oreign works and to 
COilill1ent on thern, pointing out which she thought best ~nd 
suitable for .A.llierican readers. 
In New York she became acquainted with the Courier 
,c Des Eta ts Unis, a Frenc;b. bulletin, the style and the con-
struction of which she en·joyed, even though its viewpoint 
was not in agreement with hers. In the Tribune, June 7, 
1545,. she praised the merits of this paper: "No other 
nation can hope to vie with the French in the talent of 
·qommunica ting i;n.t·o.rma ~ion with ease, vivacity and con-
s.o.i.ou=snes·:s. '• •• Certainly it is -wi-th newspaper wri.ti'hg: a.-s 
· __ ; :with .. food; the Bnglish and A:In~r:ioan·s h~ve as goo:d. a.P~ 
p:etites, but do not,, .. an~· nev·er will, ·:know so well h-o··w 
to :ccJO]{_ ·-as the Frenc·n.'' She was, however, cri tioal- ·01:~ 
this paper's typically French emphasis on infi-d~lity to 
'. 
the marriage vow. (Mucn of this faithlessness~ she felt, 
w:as· caused by plaillled .m-a.·rri~ges. "The marriag:e- .of con-
yen tio:p. has done its :natural office in S)tp·p·.ing the :ir.o-rt:ils 
'' 
6,f France, the breac-h of th$ rug,rriage vo.w. h~s :b.~c.ome one 
of the chief topi·cs o·f ·i:·ts daily wit .•• and a favorite -~ 
in these modern time·s ·we :might say the favo.rite .-- suoj::ec_t·. 
o.f its works of ficticin.:''·) JJiiss Fuller, in agreement wit_h 
. mo$t·. c.ri tics of t.b.e dg,y, d·id. not appr.ove of literature 
dealing so openly with di vctrce and ·infidelity because of 
the adverse effect on the mo.ral:s .of inex~ieri.e'nc-ed young 
people. 
40 
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At this time anything from France was suspected as 
being immoral; the French themselves were thought of in 
his way.9 Miss Fuller, however, courageously discussed 
in the Tribune the m.erits and detects of certain popular 
wri ter·s in .B'rance whom she felt A.rhffricans should read •10 
Al though 1/iiss Fuller did not. c.onsi_c;ler de Vigny to 
b~ one- o!' the best writers in rriodern France, she did 
fi=hd h.i.s .. :s.t·y-le attractive ane1 felt th:3.t "his tales were 
wri:tt.en: ·wi.th. infinite grac-e-, refined sensibility, and a 
d.i-gni:f:i·ed view:._u. Sh.e Wi.shed that .h-e: could be read in 
the- original.-,. for th.en :1.'wo.-:iid ·be f.v-und good French and 
,tp.e manners, t-h:ol1,ghts, and. feelint_,s of a-. cosmopoli te 
gentleman. 11 He v\la.s seen as "the efficien:t- foe o.f false 
honor and superstitious prejudice. 1111 She a.id nut, how-
tfver1 :along with the other critics -o.:f' h·er day; recognize 
·tn-~- _po··et.ic genius. of de Vigny. In a letter to Eillerson 
about this F~ench writer (Margaret was in the habit of 
including in her let1rer-s: to friends criticism of book·s:: 
she had read) she wrote: 11 De Vigny is not a ppet; he 
nas only an ey·e t_-o _pero·ei ve the existence of these bi1·_d:s 
ot· heaven. n12 rllis·s- Fuller, however, cannot be censured 
t.oo harsr1ly for not recognizing -d:e Vi.gny'·s. poetic abil-
ities, f'or it was not until after hi-s· death in 1863 that 
a collection was made of his poetry. Now three of his 
poems, "Le Mont des Olivie rs," "La f::ort du Loup," and 
"La lYiaison du Berger" will give hi.in a :l_asting place in: 
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nineteenth century literature. Even though these poems 
were published in the Revue des Deux Mandes in 1843, it 
cannot be ascertained that she h·ad the opportunity to 
read them, 13 for at this time she was in the Boston area 
where little of the ~odern French literature was read. 
Miss Fuller predicted that in Allierica the books of 
Balzac, George Sa.ad, and Eugene Sue, the most popular 
,, 
writers in France at this time, would be read more than 
the works of any other French writers •. 14 
In her criticism of Balzac she must have thought 
that there was a chance that his works would be immortal, 
for she used the "comprehensive" method when comparing 
him to tr1e great Cervantes in his ability to portray 
"the minute traits of passion" and in his fearlessness 
"in facing the dark side of human nature." '\dmira ble 
is his "ready and sustained command of his resources" 
and his keen observing eye for "external objects, and 
the symptoms of hum.an passion." Even though she ~id-
mired his descriptions "of look, tone, gesture," she 
did not consider Balzac a genius, for he was too much 
"the heartless surgeon, probing the wounds and describing 
the delirium of suffering men for the amusement of his 
students." Displeasing to I~iss Fuller was his seeming 
indifferer1ce, his objectivity, his lack of moral val1J.es: 
"He has no hatred for what is loathsoID.e, no contempt for 
what is base, no love for what is lovely, no faith in 
42 
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what is noble, To him there is no virtue and no vice; 
men and women are more or less finely organized; noble 
and tender conduct is more agreeable than the reverse, 
because it argues better heal th; that is all." · Further-
more, she did not acknowledge this attitude as "mere in-
difference," but as a bit of the devil in Balzac. She 
considered him "a thorough and willing materialist," 
because to him "the trance of religion is congestion of· 
the brain; the joy of the poet the thrilling of the blood 
in the rapture of the sense, and every good not only 
ri:ses i·rom, but :hastens back into, the j.SLws of death and 
nothingness; a. rainbow arch above a pestilential chaost 1115 
• 
·Her evalug,tion of Balzac, of co.urse, was mistaken, 
for today he is recognized as the greatest of French 
· 16 
writers and "the father of the realists." · In her 
judgment of him, she reverted.to the subjeJtive metnod 
of criticism, the one: ·she did not like. Her own impres-
_.,..,,. ! • . 
sions, her feelings: of morality, and ide~isw were in-
clud_ed in her juctgment. One cannot: be too harsh with her, 
however, for it· w·as very difficul·t f'o:r ,an :iq:ealist and 
·Romantic like hii$s Fuller and oth,er tran.sce·nden.ta.lists 
·t:o apprecia t-e · t:f1e sometimes brutal realism o:.f a writer 
l.ike Balza.-c-;- fur:therlliore, they we1--e ~;ccustomed. to evalu-
a,.ti-ng a~. work by its standard of morality (or what they 
th -·· ·h·t t b l't) 17 · · ·.o.ug· · o e mora 1 y .• 
E,ven though she did not. rec .. o;gnize- the greatness of· 
43 
Balzac, she redeemed herself somewhat by her recognition 
or· the genius of his best books: Le Pere Goriot, Eug'enie 
Grandet, Sweet Pea, Search after the Absolute. 18 
Her first published mention of George Sand can be 
found in her Dial essay, July, 1943, "The Great Lawsuit." 
;I:ti- t·his article she defended this French writer by stating 
that women like George Sfuid ana i'!Iary Wollstonecraft, both 
·of whom wanted more freedom for their sex, are "rich in 
genius, of most tender sympathies, and capable of high 
virtue and a chastened harmony," and shoula not "find 
themselves by birth in a place so nar 1·ow, that in break-
ing bonds they become outlaws. 1119 These were brave words 
·for a time when Georg;e Sand was highly criticized by 
leading magazine_s: and qua.rterlie~ for imrnorali ty in her 
1 . f d . h . ·t ·. 20 H M. Full d . d t 1 e an in er wr1 mgs. ·.owe:ver, iss er 1 no : 
.-e.nt:i.rely excuse the flaunting of _m·orality by George Sand-.• 
She noted that the latter coul.d not· ac·cornplish much :in 
the way of reform becF111s,,e ot· ::her- ·unconventional and sin-
ful conduct,. 21 
In her ::a~·-ti:cle on Fr·ench writers in the Tribune 
two years late_r, lvTiss Fuller's attitude was the same. 
She wished. that CJ:eorge Sand could have been free of any 
s.11spicion of wrong beha.vior so that her message for truth 
wo ,l.lu Illea.n more. 
In evaluating the work :o,f :G-eo:rge ·Sand idi:s-s Fuller 
useu the "apprehensive" met:h_od of cri ticis-r11-. She gave 
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a little background\material of the life of this contro-
versial and shocking ( for her time) woman who broke the 
marriage bond and was first noticed in the literary fielq 
by her writings attacking the marital institution. Al-
though not approving of this French woman's actions, l\:if;Js· 
Fuller did try to _understand thelli. .She considered Georg:e 
Sa.r1d as fundamentally a noble person who loved right;- how-
ever, bad circums1,ances caused her to do what she cfi.-d. 
Her marriage was not :o.ne of· choice, but made fO.J' h.E:fr~ A.s 
a love.·r· of truth, she found it impossible to live in 
hy·poc:risy. Admiration for Sand's honesty, her earrte:s·t .. 
se.~rc·h· for truth, however, did not make Miss fuller recom-
mend her books to all: they are .not for the "weak and 
unthinking" in America even though "all is open, noble, 
the f"'ree desc,ri·ptions, the sophistry of passion are at 
le~st reo..e·emed by a desire for truth as st.rong: 8.S ever 
b-eat i:r;t any p~_ar-t.'' Only those: shoulq., read- s·ru .. a's books· 
wb.o. are. cap.a·ble of unuerstanding .,..the position and c·ir-
cumstances" they describe; t·hen tbey· c.annot help but g~,re 
valuable suggestions and ·a·ct as .. g·o:crct _gui.des.. For .. Fr.a.nee, 
Sana was seen by J\1argaret Fu.11.·e.r.~ ~.s: '' a: ,b.o-:o·n precio1;1s and 
prized both as a warning and a leader, ·for which none 
there can be ungrateful." En1phasis was placed on how 
she "dared to probe [France's] festering ~ounds, and 
·if' .they be not past all surgery, she is one who, mo st. 
of any, helps towa1'"'ds a cure." Here· was the di ffer.ep_c~-e· 
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between Balzac and S~d which made rl.liss Full.er prefer 
the latter -- both pointed up the evils of society; 
Balzac offered no solutions; he merely acted .a-s a 
photographer. Sand gave helps, showed she preferred 
good to evil and had discrimination. lJiiss Fuller placea· 
George Sand in opposition. tq Balzac. Even th.ough she 
was W1der the same influences· as he, the farmer's lit-
erary traits were the antithesis of his. 22 
There is much that 1~:iss Fuller admire:d i-rt: -0:~ .. q:rge, 
··s-and' s works: "She is vig·o·ro11e ip. c_9x1cepti on, o:t·t .. en 
:g_reat in the appre·hension and the c_o:n trast of 6J~~raq-
t.e:.rs •••• Her descriptive t.~ent :is very grea.t, .·811.d. he::r 
poetic feeling exqui~i te. 112 3 But on the whole, Miss 
:~filler found her perform~nq:e .f~ul..ty ~ "Her best works 
q.:re unequal; in many parts wr·itten -hastily or careless.ly· 
o:r ·wi··th flagging spirits. They all promis.~ far rriore 
thJin the.y ::re.rform; the work is not done· 'm_a:s;terly; she 
:-ha:s: rrot re~ched that :Point where a wr·i t:e·.r .s.i t.s· at the 
helm of his o·wn genius. Sometimes :she plies the oar·_:;: 
sometimes s!1e drifts. But wr1at gr.eat:_ness she has -is_ 
genuine; ther-e is no ti.n.s~l of H.ny kind, no cirape·ry 
carefully adjus.te·d .ctr ch-'os:en :gesture about her." 2·4· 
In. ·her appreci~:ti OA- o.! George Sand's talents 1Vfiss 
lt1\il.J,.er was ahead of her contemporaries by ten years. 25 
1n 1841 the North A.merica.n Review, 11 a leading fillierican 
:j_:.oµ.rnal," along with other important magazine.s. of t.h~: 
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time, saw this French writer as the opponent of society·, 
warring against the moral creed, the existing opinions 
of the whole civilized worlct. 26 . 
l~iss Fuller, seeing her as a searcher for truth and 
a hater of hypocrisy, must be gi ve.1. credit ·::(or· recognizing 
George Sand's value, not as a great writer, a genius, but 
as an influence for justice and humari dignity. Today she 
is not read but read about and is considered an influence 
u.pon the world, a re pre sen -tatJve o.f. t-he· ·d-.oc trine which 
tlSked for liberty for al_l. 27 
In lviargaret Fuller'.$ comparison o:f :Euger:ie- Sue with 
George Sand, Sue was found inferior·· tc1 the: latter in his 
emphasis op the exte.rnals and pra·c·tica·1 objectives; how-
ever, he was not a slave to emotion as was Sand, He was 
as good an observer as Balzac when he did not exaggerate, 
something he did not refrain from doing often. He had the 
heart and faith which Balzac did not have and m~de more 
o.f an impression on his time than either Balzac or Sand. 
:H:ere· ivfiss .Buller was wrong in her view; it is ve.ry dif-
.. 
:-{icul t to see today how she o-o·uld have rated -Sue higher 
than Balzac or even placed_ h·i.n1 an:d Sand -in the same cat-e·-
_g.ory as Balzac. It seerns that one of· the reasons for her . • I • 
:fi"i:g;tl praise of Sue was that he did not merely attack what 
was wrong in the world; he offered solutions. "He be-
lieves he s·ees the means by which the heart :o·:f :mankind: 
may be Illa,d .. e: to· beat with one gre_at 'hope.f on--e· 19.ye_;. :a·nd 
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-·i,ns-tinct with this thought, his tales of horror are not 
tragedies. 11 Another reason would have been her admira-
tion for him as II tr1e champion of poverty, innocence, and 
humanity against superstition, selfishness, and preju-
dice.1128 
She was corre·c't· in· her opinion that S·ue would not 
:be named as one· o.f> the immortals. "When his works are 
forgotten and for all their strong points ano brilliant 
decoration they may ere long be forgotten, still the 
writer's nallie shall be held in imperishable honor as 
the teacher of the ignorant, the guardian of the weak, 
29 a true tribune for the people of his own time." 
/ Beranger, the .B1rench poet who wrote for the corfun.on 
man and ·cared about his problems, was named in .. one of. 
uiiss Fuller's Tribune articles and in her book Papers 
on Art and Literature as "the greatest poet, and, in 
-
fact, the greatest lite1·ary genius of modern France. 1130 
In a letter to Emerson she told about her reactions to 
some of Beranger's chansons and referred to him as 
"' the poet of the people, and therefore, of all in the 
upper classes sufficiently in telliger1t ana refined to. 
· 31 appr·ecia te the wit and sentiment of the people.'" 
When in France in 1846, Miss Fuller was priviliged 
to ID.eet Beranger. In her report to the TribW1e on this 
meeting she enthusiastically named him "the great na-
tional lyrist of France" who had "exquisi ~e lyric~·" 
\ 
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He was an inspiration for future genius. Wherever there 
is a genius like his own, a germ of the finest fruit 
still hidden beneath the soil, the 'Chante pauvre peti t'· 
of Beranger shall strike, like a sunbeam, and give it 
farce to emerge." 32 
.. ~ .. 
In her high praise of Beranger Mis: __ s: Fuller gave 
subjective criticism, for her own emo_tions were involved • 
.\s a hUIL.ani tarian and democrat, she could not help but 
adffiire this French poet who wrote for the ordinary people. 
In another letter from France to the Tribune, i~iss 
Fuller expressed her admiration for Rousseau, despite 
the fact that h·e was not thought of too highly by many 
intellectual .~merica.n·s at this time,., 33 She credited 
1r1is French' ._r:otnartti:cist with being "the pre--c.urs,or of all 
-Wf; .most prize.u :Ev-~n though admitting that there was 
-:s:o.me ma.dness in him and that some of his acti:ons had been 
·evil, she saw him as one who was "intimate vvi th the funda-
mental truths of· human nature, and fraught w·ith. ··prophecy. 11 
He was the one who did the most for life in- the· 1800' s. 
"His gifts are yet un·to:l.d._ .• -.but he who thinlrs _really must 
oi·ten tr1in·k wi .. t:ti_ Ro·us·.··a,e-a1J; and J_.ear.n him: e.v.eri more· and 
mo re." :;4 'J'hµs, ,- tvT.ii3s- Fuile r n-ame.d tL:i s _gt'eat French writer 
as one o·f t-:b-e ·1nfl_11exi:-oe,s upo'.i1 he:r ·t-ime· and upon herself. 
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Chapter V 
. 
:(Jr.i·tic of English 11·te·:ratu·re: 
ln the 1~emoirs Emerson took credit for Ivtargaret Ful-
ier' s interest in English literature~ When he made her 
acquaintance through Harriet I\1a.rtineau, the English 
writer, who was visiting in the United States in 1.83,6·'.1 
he found that although Miss Fuller was well-read 1n 
.French, Italian, a.nd Gerllian literature, her knowledge ·of 
bnglish writing vvas f·ar .fr:om complete. It was his pleas-
ure to introduce her to·· Q·h$,uce.r, Ben Jonson, Herbert, 
Chapman, Ford, BeaumPrtt· ·:and ·Fletcher·, _Bacon and Sir 
Thomas Brovm.e •1 Ft~c>-"m t.he.re, 1~1is s Fuller went on to con~ 
temporary British writers and wrote reviews on their 
works for the New York Tribune. 
I:n her book, Papers £!! Literature and ~\rt, there 
is a.n- es·say on modern British poets, one of her better 
art··icl··es in which she showed sorue very keen critical in-
s .. ight. Nine romantic poets were discussed whoni she 
·.c.:a'.lled the "' sacred nine,' who if not quite equal tq: 
Shakespe.-are-, .Spencer, and i~il ton, are •••• iviaster of·· the 
- -
wand and ·9:·p.ell." They were divided in to three group::$· 
of· tht.e.e :: ·tho_se who sang and entertained or desc·ribed, 
bµ.t· .did .. no:t instruct -- C8lllpbell, f,Joore, and Scott; 
th·o.se who :.p:r.ptesteo. against the evils of society --
~:G.:rabbe, Byron, and Shelley; t.hose who spoke for the 
ages -- Southey, Coleriage, R.nd Wordsworth. 2 
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Some 1hay wonder why .Miss Fuller discussed Campbell 
as one of the i1Hportant poets of his time, for the total 
amount of his writing was not more than arou.nd 7,000 
·1ines. His reputation was bl.lilt around three war pieces 
that probably appealed to the common people -- Ye Mariners 
-
0f England, The Ba.ttle of the Baltic, and Hohenlinden. 
However, "what he did do has a clarity and force which 
marks Campbell's poetic talent as one of the finest of 
the per·iod, despite his limited accomplishment. n3 As to 
the true quality of his work, lv1iss Fuller was puzzled. 
and admitted th·at- it was difficult· for he·r to c.lassi·fy 
him.- She gl-1 ve him the "poetic garland" bec,a.use ''if he 
t 
has- n.o:t ·q.··irectly stimulated our thoughts_; h-e has done 
inuc·h :t,o. re fine our tastes. u.4. 
l\10 ore's poems she compared to th:¢. ·musical composi-
tions of 1~ossini. "lvioore's poetry is t·o literature 
what the compositions of Rossini are to music." She 
called him the poet of youth because of his .... concern with 
spring, _birds, love, animals, and life; -fD:rtherlliore, his 
verses could be set to music easily. Miss Fuller clas-
sified Moore as a poet for the aay. "For his poetic 
~mbodying of a particular stage of human existence and 
·his scintillating will Moore chiefly be remembered." 
He:r _prophecy that his works would not g,o out of print
5 
is :~ correc.t one. Today many of his ye:rsee are still 
-1.ov·ed and .sung • 
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Even .though Uiargaret Fuller considered Sir Walter 
Scott's prose better than his poetry, she recognized 
that the latter was important in the literary history 
of the last part of the eighteen th century as "pictures 
of particular epochs ••.• :g·raphic descriptions of archi-
tecture and natural scenery, a happy choice of subject, 
and effective grouping of slightly sketched characters, 
combined with steady march and great simplicity of 
narrative." 
She disagreed with Colerid·ge' s opinion th~ t because 
there was no moral confli·c;t: "'not twenty 1 i nes of Seo tt' s 
poetry will ever reach posterity_.; it has relation to 
nothing.'" ·,This judgment was too harsh for ivTiss Fuller, 
who ~,~irml.y believed .. a,nd rightly so that the fidel.ity ,of· 
descriptions would give Scott's poems a _plao~ ~rt literary 
J1i story. 
J11iss Fuller,.$ eY.Eil.1.+$.-t;LQP. :Q::;f :s·o:ott as a ·p·o.e t· clo,sed 
J . 
with this praise of his~ d.escri:r,rt:ive- powers: 11 N·ot even 
Viordsworth, dc;voted ~e h~. t·s t·o· :.na·ture, and to visible 
as well as invisib.le truth, ·can compare with Scott in 
fid~lity of O.escription. 116 
A).thougr1 l'.iargar·et Fuller considered Crabbe the l:e:as:t·: 
:imaginati v.e of these nine po et·s, she lik ..ed his great · 
.. 
sympathy f.:or -humanity· ·a11d pis ·t:·alen.t.s of o"ps.-e.rva,tion. 
. .. ... ~ 
"Crabbe ha·s t·he, tr.ue· spf:rit: of the ruan o:·f·· :s,c:le.nce; he· 
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creations as they are, if he may but get a distinct idea 
of the laws which govern them. He sees human nature as 
only a human being could see it, but he describes it like 
a spirit which has never known human longings; yet in no 
unfriendly temper -- f~r from it; but with a strange bleak 
fidelity, unbiased either by impatience or tenaerness • 11 
She felt that the p.o,:or should be grateful to Crabbe for 
his portrayal of them as they were and not as they ought 
to have been; · 1n doing this he sh0,wed how miserably they 
lived and thus, aroused men to try to allevia.te these 
.. evils. 1V!iss Fuller c:l,a·s.si.f\i.ed him as "th$- :j:roet of the 
lowe·r classes ... 7 
"The gentle, the gifted, the ill-fated Shelley" she 
loved lliore than she admired and hoped that the prejudic.e.= 
against him because of his unfortuna.te youthful ill®ora;l,.. 
i ty would not hinder his being recognized as one of the 
"great ones of' the day. ,i She classified him as first 
ru:Iiong all tlle poets of his era in imaginatiori and una.er-
.standing of nature. The fanciful qualities of "Adonais," 
'' lviarianne' s Dream," and II Medusa" she di.d not think were 
excelled except by Shakespeare. Furthermore, she ranked 
him as "unequaled" in the melody of his verses. Neither 
-lv.Ioore nor Coleridge, "each master o:f the lyre," could 
compete with him. "'The rush, the flow, the delicacy of 
vibration in Shelley·' s verse can only be pa.rallele.d b-y· 
t:he waterfall, the ;rivulet, the notes of the birds and ·Of 
I. 
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·t:·he insect world. 11 Her enthusiasru for Shelley's fertile 
imagination and his "sympathy with Nature" was tem~ red 
by her realization that "in no one of his productions is 
there sufficient unity of p.urpose and regulation of pa,rts 
to entitle it to unlimited admiration. " 8 ., . 
1i1iss Fuller considered Byron's poems important for 
two reasons: "as records of thoughts and feelings" which 
,)') 
would always be of interest to the individual and as his-
torical chronicles "of that strange malady, that sickness 
of the soul, which has in our day cankered so visibly the 
rose of youth. 11 She .was not sure how valuable to µoster-
ity would be the first reascn; she would say "not much." 
In his verses she found "many beautiful pictures, infinite 
wit, but too l.o:cal and temporary in its r~nge to be greatly 
prized beyon·.d his own time; little originality; b'ut much 
vigor, both of thought and expression; with_ .a ·deep, even 
a passionate love of the beautiful and grand. 119 Unlike 
l1Iatthew Arnold, who described Byron almost twenty years 
later as having II the insensibility of the barbarian" in 
his poetical style, lO Miss Fuller admired the intelligence 
and judgment, the polish and perfection of his poetry and 
predicted that posterity would award him a place, but it 
would be beneath Southey, Coleridge, and Wordsworth.
11 
In this prediction she was correct, except for Southey, 
whom, as we shall see, she did overrate. It is true that 
many of Byron's poems show the "slovenliness and tuneless-
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ness, n
12 which Arnold ascribed to him; part
icula.rly his 
early verses, but.his third and fourt
h cantos of Childe 
Harold, The Vision of Judgment, and h
is Don Juan are cer-
tainly worthy of the above praise 
of Iviiss Fuller, and it 
is highly possible that these were th
e poems she read, 
for they were and still are considere
d among his best 
works. Byron wrote a prodigious a
.mount of poetry, much 
of it mediocre. But there was a gre
at aeal that was of 
11i,g:tl quality.· (i'llatthew Arnold, realizing
 this, published 
~.·vol-ume o:f Byron's best poems, "
letting h·im, at his be-st.-
:and. :greatest, speak :(.or h·irnself. n 13 A.rnold' s criticism
 
·vV:'.as unfair for he gi:d not ·take into
 consideration that 
many of the great masters created 
much that was mediocfre: 
and that. or:(ly their superior works reach
eq. posterity· ·a!ld 
gave; ttrem fame • ) 
. •' 
The three po.et.s, Southey, Co·leridg
e, and Wordsworth, 
were named "the pilot-minds of the
ir time," the three 
great poets of moaern England. Sh
~ was quite aware that 
t:he poetry these men wrote. "co.uld 
not be the popular 
poetry of the day. Being: :e,mt.n·ent
ly the product of. :re..; 
flection and experience,. it c,ould on
ly be apprec_iated ·o:y. 
·.. . 
·14 
those who had thougri t and felt to some
 depth." , 
Miss Fuller had :high praise for S
outhey's accuracy, 
'h·i.s descriptions, his imA,gination,
 his elegant expression 
of· feelings, and his deep piety. 
She felt ·that if he had 
any fault it was that he elaborated 
too rnuc.h_.l.5 ::rn a; 
'· .i, 
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letter printed in the l\1emoirs she ranked him :next t··o 
Wordsworth. 16 
Concerning Coleridge, she said little, believing 
' 
that "few minds are capable of fathoming his by thei,·r 
,, 
own sympathies." His dramas are labelled "complete 
failures,· an.d mo:re. like visions than dramas." She 
emphasized, however, that "no writer could excel him-
in depicting a single mood of mind, as dejection for 
inst8Xlce •••• Give Coleridge a canvas, ~d he will paint 
a single mood as if his colors were made of the mind's 
own atoms. 11 She found him differing from Southey in 
that he was not a spectator; "he is all life; not im-
passioned, not vehement, but searching, intellectual 
li1·e, which see11.s 'listening thro-ugh the fran1e' to its 
own pulses. 11 1Vliss Fuller thought highly of Coleridge 
and felt that it was impossible to ascert~i~ h,ow ·much 
.he had meant to the present and would mean to future 
ages. "Every mind will praise him for what it can bes:t 
recei v.e from him. He can suggest to an infinite degree; 
he can info rm, out he cannot reform and renovate. " She 
-
-
-
felt indebted to Coleridge for "his suggestive power. ,.l? 
Wo.:-dsworth, whom she found less dii.ficult to inter-
·pret than Coleridge, i/liss Fuller ranked as the greatest 
poet of the era and labelled him "the friend and teacher 
of mature years." She measured him with Cervantes. an.ct 
·Sha.kee.peare, giving proof of her high respect for :hJ.s .. 
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talents. :,;Wordsworth sc;:rutinizes man and nature with the 
exact and searching eye of a Cervantes ••• but wi tho·ut any 
love for that humorous wit which cannot obtain its need-
ful food unaided by such scrutiny; while dissection merely 
for curiosity's sake is his horror. He has the delicacy 
... 
of perception, the universality of feelin-g which dis-. 
,, 
tinguish Shakespeare and the three or four other poe.·ts .of 
the first class, and might have taken rank with them -:t1a.·d 
he been equally gifted with versatility of talent. •i She 
then painted out that most of ,his lines he.ve been quoted 
and requo·ted, proof that "m.eri have fo md such a response 
to their lightest as well as th·e-1.:r ·d.e_e;pe~t feelings, and 
beautiful mor·ali ty with such: luoi·d_ p-hil_osophy, that every 
think~ng mind has co.n:s:ciously or unconscio1.1sly appropri-
.. 
ated solliething froni Wordsworth." The· advice she gave on 
how to read- this great poet may· be th9ught of as senti-
1nenta·1 and. unsophis.ticated in this modern machine-wor-
.sh:_ip.ping, nuc-lear age, but the lover :o_f nature can sti 11 
·follow it with worthwhile resul:ts: ,.-Re.ad him in yol.l:r 
1·eisure hours, and when _you walk into t:h.e s:um.rn.er ·f'i:elds .. j·, 
_y:ou shall find the sky more blue, the· flowers mor·e :f.a.i .. r., 
tlre :b·irds more musical, your mind 111ore awake, and your 
he:=ar~s ~q:1;e,. t.end.er for having h.eld ,comn1union with ·h·im.: ,/l'B. 
It :is· .st.r·ange that Miss Full~.r i.n. he_r essay on moa:ern 
:B.ritish poets did not list or discuss Keats, who is 
ranked with Wordsworth, Coleridge, and Shelley today.· 
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Her omission of him must indicate that she was not ac-
quainted witn his works. He was never mentioned in her 
published letters or journ&l notes either, which would 
appear to be proof that she never read any of his 
.fJOetry, even though it was published in America at t·his 
time. Surely, i·f s.he ·he.d read any -o_f .ttis great odes or 
his other poems, such as ''Tt1e Eve of St. Agnes," she 
would have recognizea him as one of the great pee ts of 
the era and discussed him along wi tri the nine others. 
Al though s.he was, not entirely corre·ot i.n.. some of 
her evaluatio.n-s of th~se poets (her listing of: Mo.-.or·e, 
C.J8.ilipbel1 and Crabb:e with Sh.elley, Colerict_ge,. a11d vvord.s~· 
worth, would n·ot b:e acoepta:bl.e tq<;lay:; even ·S·c.ot:t ancl. 
Byron would be c,<JnSi'd.e·r·e:d ·too high on t.he: p.of~- tic: ,_la.dd-e.r 
to be placed beside the first three poets.), l9 ~he t;}Or'"" 
, ' 
·:rectly recognized Wordsworth as the greate-$t o>:f ·the·· 'Ii"ii1e:. 
{)ut crf thi:s list, only Colerid"g.e; Byron, arid. ·shell·ey :are 
:cons-:i:de:red n·-o.w a~ 1i1ajor poets. S·outhey, whom s:h.e classed 
~- J>f ttle beneath Wordsworth, i-.. s. not even felt :to be of 
'Inuch importance.. ShelJey sh .. :oul.d have been c·l-:a-s.sed w:it11i 
:~vordsworth and Coleridge. Nevertheless, her remarks on 
the latter three are· good ·@d. show critic al insight and 
fine perception Its ·to the p·-articular talents 01 each. 
Hemember that it took courage to def~·nd· Shelley in A.merica 
where mo.ra.li ty was considered 01· suc·-h. ·1mp·or,ta.:nce for a 
writer. It is not easy either t.o j_udg·e q:11e' s contempo-
_raries. 
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Two English poets, who were just appearing o·il. ·tih:e· 
literary scene were noted and discussed by rJiss. Fuller 
in the Tribune, Elizabeth Barrett and Robert Browning. 
She ranked 1\/Iiss Barrett very high as a poe·t and felt 
t,hat "in vigor and nobleness of conception, depth of 
S:Pi.ri tual experience, and c·ommand of classic allusion 
[,she is] above ~y female writer the world has yet known." 
Miss Barrett's poetry she found free of the fault which 
many female writers have -- a lack of vigor. "They do 
not grasp a subject with simple energy, nor tre.at it with 
decision of touch." Tp.is new poet wa.s then praised for 
being free from too much attention to details and· cheap 
s.:-E:~n timen tali.ty. "Personal feeli"n-g_ i.s in its place; en-
:lightened by Reason, enobl·ed py i_µiag.ination." Us.ing the 
·
0 comprehensive" ruethod of· critici·stn, Jvii~ts Fu.lle.r compared 
·Elizabeth Barrett with, Mtl ton and Dante bec:a~s-e her 
thewe was the same as theirs and because "her field of 
vision and nobleness or' conception are such:, that I 
cannot forbear trying her by the sa.me hig·h stand~d-. 
.. to .. see wh8.t she 13.cks .•. •• .. Miss Barrett did not :IlieA.sure. 
up, of co·urse, to the·'se two great poets, for· ·:Ln lVIi:ss 
.Huller's op-ini:o;n ''she has the vision of a great poet, 
put li t.tle in proportion of his plastic power." Even 
t·hough she ca:ns·iq.ered this English woman a very good 
poet, she co:uld not help, with her usu.al truthfulness, 
but point up other faults or weaknesse.ss. IYiention was 
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m·-ad:e of Miss B~lrrett' s diffuseness and "many blemishes 
·o·f over-strained and constrained thought and expression. 
The ways in w.r1ich words are coined or forced from their 
habitual meaning does not carry its excuse with it." 
F~en though Miss Barrett used many varieties of met:res 
"with force .and facility, 11 .l~argaret .F'uller did. not con-
sider her capable of giving to them "that deep music 
which belongs to metres which are the native growth of 
th . t ,· ·. . . d '' 20 ·. · e po.e::·• · · s min • 
J.n :.h··er later poems: E·li,zab·e·th B:arrett li veQ. ~~p.: t·o 
:1~T1-$:s Fuller's high :-'opinio·n :O.f her· and overc8.me. t:he 
wtrr·_di:ness, mentio·ned, in this review, of her earl.ie:r. 
:JJ.O.e:rns. Sonnets from the Portuguese had not. as 'Y:et been 
written. 21 
Robert Browning, not well-known in the United Stat·.es 
at this time, was recognized by r1riss .Fuller as having 
"the range of talent- and pe-rception ••• wider than that 
of any conte·mporary poet in England." His n~i.nd is 
described as ''subtle and: rad:ian·t. " 22 
.In one o.f .her many letters to the Tri bwie while 
v_isi ting Europe, I'viiss Fuller comIB. red Robert Burns to 
Sir Walter· Scott. Aware of their differences, yet con-
scious of the separate purpose each served, she did not 
:like to compare the two by deprecating one of theru. 
"Burns is full of the noble, genuine democracy which 
seeks not to destroy royalty, but to make all men kings, 
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as he himself was in nature and in action." On the other 
hand, "Scott [breaths] the breath just fleeting from the 
forms of ancient Scottish heroism and poesy into new, --
he [makes] for us the bridge by which we have gone into 
the old Ossianic ha.11· and caught the meaning just as it 
was a.bout to pass from us for ever." She called Burns 
the poet of the present and ·the future -- the poet of 
democracy, whereas Scott was the poet of the past, t-he, 
poet of the feudal aristocracy. Tr1e two were seen as 
belonging to the same world. "They are pillars of the 
sa.Jlle church, though they uphold its starry roof from op-
posite sides." Burns, she felt, was mo re un·usual "pre-
dis~ly becquse he had most of couooon nature on a gr 0 nd 
scale. 1123 
Thollias Hood- was not ranked by Miss· Fuller among the 
great for his poetry, because wm. t he said was of "value ••• 
for a few individuals ••• unlike the really great poems 
which bring something to all, yet those whom they pleas~ 
will be vecy pleased." She admired Hood for resisting 
the pr·.essures of' poverty which might have led him to ·be-
;. c-orue a "ha.ck writer. He never wrote when he h9_d noth:ing:: 
t::"6: say, he stopped when he had done, and nev:e r hashed _f:o·r 
a: second meal old thoughts which had been drained of their 
choicest juices. His heart is truly human, tender, and 
brave. From the absurdities of human n~.ture he argues 
the possi.bi:l.i.·ty of its perfe-ction. His black is admirab:ly 
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contrasted with his white, but his love has no converse 
of hate. His des_criptions of nature, if not accurately 
or prof·oundly evidencing insight, are unstudied, fond, 
and reverential." She adm:i._red his wit, which, although 
i ~ maq.~ .. one smile, was close to tears, and recognized 
tha-t "t'rue wit and humor show that· exquisite se:q.sibili ty 
·to the relations of life, that fine perception as to 
slight tokens of its fearful, hopeless mysteries, which 
imply pathos to ? ij till higher degree than mirth. 11 The 
lack of cruelty, frivolousness, and rancor in his works 
was also pra.ised. 24 
English essayists, as well as Englt-s_h ·poets, came 
.undtfr ·.Miss Fuller's critical eye. Thomcrs Carlyle, who 
nc.ad bee·n 0ne of the chief influences in d_eveloping her 
i,n .. terest 1n Gernian liter·ature, was discussed in The Dial 
·a.n:a the New York TribuJ1e. After her youthful enthusiasm 
fo_~ the author of Sartor Resartus had dimmed, she was 
able to 1o·ok at him more objectively, seeing_him in a 
truer, less flattering li_ght. Her first published crit·t-
cisIL. of Carlyle was a review in The Dial for July, 1841, 
in which she showed annoyance at his "endless repetition," 
- . 
his "ar.rogant bitterness of tone, 11 and his lack of respect 
"for respectable people." These were offset, however, by 
his love of truth ruid his desire to have n1en "be 2nd not 
to. seem. 11 There are prais.es, too, for his "eloquence •.• 
25 wit •.• pathq·s, ~d dr8.W-.atic power of representation." 
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Four years later in her New York Tribune critique 
on Carlyle's essay about Cromwell, she displayed even 
more scorn for his arrog~nce, strongly disapproving his 
method of tryip.g to make the readers adopt t1is view by 
calling them "imbeciles, Canting Skeptics, and disgust-
·i.ng Rose-Water Philanthropists." His insistence that a 
man was right despite his principles, as he did with 
Cromwell, she belittled; nor did she agree with his ex-
aggerated praise of the latter. Jn fact, this essay 
di_d n.ot make Miss Fuller change tne· opinion ·she had had 
.abo~ut Cromwell as a tyrant nor· a·1d· ·it te·,_ach h,er anything 
new historically·-;·--i A·11 of her ·criticism of C·arlyle' s 
Cromwell was not n~g.at_iv~., :however. She dici a.dm.ir·e the 
.readable arrange1;r1ent -df the letters and sp:e·eches: "they 
are a relief after 14r~ Carlyle's high-s-~·a·aoned wri ti. ng, 
:~d this agai-n .i.s: .a. r,e··li·ef after tb.ei.r, lorigwinded dim-
in,.g,.,_ ~v:1:t·ty,, drama tic, pieture$q-ue. i al.1 traits t·-ha,t are· 
piqµant,· ·rnany that have profo·una :tn.t~>re·.$t. ftre b.-ro~h~ 
out .. b .. eirter than new." 26 
After her visit to Engl and in 1846, when th:rough 
:t.he aid of En.1erson she had the opportunity to :1ne,e·t :an·d 
visit wi tn Carlyle and his. wife, she seemed to o·ecome. 
·li:l.ore tolerant of his faults, for sh.:e saw first·-..hand- wh-at 
he was fighting and wrote Emerson: ·11 I. never ·appreciated 
the work he has done for his age. t-.i,.ll. I s.aw England. I 
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could not. You must stand in the shadow of that mountain 
of shame, to know how hard it is to cast light across it. 1127 
(· 
Her letters to J~merson and to the Tribune described 
·h.o.w,: d·ifficul t it was to hold a conversation with a man 
like Carlyle, .who "only harangues" and who "·gives no one 
a chance, but bears .. down all opposition., not only by his 
wit gnd onset of words, resistless in their sharpness as 
so many bayonets, but by actual physical s.uperiori ty, --
raising his. voice, and rushing on his opponent with a 
torrent of sound." She did not, however, believe that he 
did this to keep anyone else from speaking; he probably 
woL(ld welcome argumer1t on his ideas; but saw it as a ·r·e.·-. 
sult of "the habit of a mind accustomed to follow out it:a. 
... . . . ... 
own impulses .: 11 His arrogance showed "no littleness, --
no self-love." For her, he saw "t11e Siegfried of England, 
-- great and powerful, if not quite invulnerable, and of 
a might rather to destroy evil, than legislate for good. 1128 
While in Scotland iVI:Lss Fuller had the opportun.ity t.o 
.meet and talk with ·De Quincey, who was seventy-six at the 
·tim.e.. In a letter to· the Tribune she placed him in the same 
constellation as ·.w·ordsworth and Coleridge. His "urban man-
ner" and his e.x:cellence as a narrator pleased her. 2 ';;1 
.Leigh Hunt was scorned for his vulgar·i ty. "He do·es 
', 
n.ot· 1criow his di stance from god·s. and hero es. He cannot keep 
in his proper place, cool and .graceful. His warnJ hands 
.=m·d. ·b:rea.th a.re on then:; and the closeness of his scrutiny 
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and the pettiness of detail to which it leads are, at 
'' 
times, quite sickelling. 11 30 
Iviis.~ Fuller's essay--4'on Sir James Mackintosh, which 
appeared in Papers on Literature and Art, was rated "as 
,, ': :• 
one of the very best critical essays yet written in Amer-
ica" by Hig·ginson, a later transcendentalist and the 
writer of one· of· the better biographies about ·NY.iss Fuller. 
In this article she praised Mackintosh's pride, his wide 
knowledge, his love of humanity, his modesty, his gener-
osity, a,nd his love for tr1.1th, pointing out that he had 
the possibilities fo·r g:r,eatness, but lacked the motiva-
tit>fl to reacl:1 this goal -- a gr8.ve fault, particularly 
t.<l some one like l,iiss Fuller, who advised aspir:1tio·n fb-;r: 
s.e-lf·-betterment and fulfillment. 3l 
Hazlitt was classified by her as a ''man of· ·t:he time," 
not as one of the great. She saw him as i•t_he o:r.:a.ole of 
·the men of t.alents, [who J like his richness o_f: -ob.se:rvati,on 
better than genius, and his sparkling sugge-stio:ns better 
than truth." Her advice was to "reaa Haz:;l.~1't 1 catch 
t·rom his mind his animation and its poignancy; let the 
brilliant and t,ouching intercourse· give impulse to your 
thoughts. But further you need not go. 1132 
1vJilnes, Hare, and Land . or, "writers little known in 
America," were introduced by 11iss Fuller in two New York 
Tri b~'1e articles. They were ranked beneath the genius 
and above the, ·VV.rite:r~ who spoke only to their oVYn times • 
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These were the scholars, the "audience to the genius, 
interpreter to the multitude, cultivated friends for 
those who need such." Milnes she did not regard · as a. 
poet; his value was as a writer who pointed out: to· u·e 
the best book, pictures, and landscapes that he had seen 
in his wide and various. travels. Hare's essay Guesses 
at Truth, the only volume of his works she had read, 
wa.s rated as very good, and from this work she judged 
him as not~.having a "rich r1or bold" mind but one that 
:had b~,.~n °highly cultivated" by a varied and .close re-
:1.ati.op.ship with tb.e best books and be st men." She 
a..dm.i:red his _cealization that life was not ''merely a 
:s-eries of changes, but an upward progress.'' Landor, 
because of his deep prejudices, she felt co-uld not be 
trusted to be- j_ust.- ''-If he i..-s right, he is deeply 
right, and doe$· :ad;II1-i:r·ab-le ju-st ice to the right. If he 
is wrong, he is ·::ti:e-rcei.y, ·b) .. i.ndly, pe·dahtically wrong, 
md angry with all that q:re. not equally .so .n33 
Al tr1ough most: of the English wri t:er:s. abo11-t whom 
£v,::iss Fuller wrote were her contemporaries, she did have 
an article on: l·.iil ton's esciays in the Tribune, in which 
··she urged that these wri tin_gs be read by ~~eric ans ruo1·e 
than any other Engl isl) prose. Her rea.sons: Mil ton's 
great knowledge might give inspiration .. for learning and 
his poetic and reflective talents :h-e_lp develop these 
t:al.·en-t:s: in others; and his thought i·s: American -- his 
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"primitive vitality of that thought from ·which America 
is born," his understanding of \\hat liberty and justice 
mean, and his knowledge of what is needed "for the 
unimpeded action of eonscience."34 
.-,·, 
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Chapter VI 
Critic of American Literature 
For her book ·of criticism, Paper~ on Literature and 
Art, published shortly before sailing for Europe in 1846, 
lviiss Fuller wrote one original article, "American Liter-
ature." Al though she composed letters while in Europe 
.e:s'p.ec.ially for the New York Daily Tribune, evaluating 
vvhat she saw and read, this essay was her last formal 
literary cri ticism. 1 
Up to the nineteenth ce:ntu.ry writi..r1g ·1:n America was 
·chiefly concerned with r.~ii,gi·o.us and po.litical topics; 
there was li tt;.Le pu,r.e l.i terature, and for the most part 
r,· 
what there was ·1acked originality or depth and imi tate.q 
European writers, particularly English. In the essay, 
''lunerican Literature," lJiiss Fuller, lik:e so·me of her 
··tr·anscendental friends, was aware of this. ·B-he was con-
i-~ident that the d.ay would come when thi .. s· ·country woula 
have a lit.:e·rature of its own, but first llan original 
idea rr1.ust ·animate this nation and f.resh cur.:r·ents of lif·e. 
must call into life fresh thoughts along its shores;'' 
furthermore, there must be integration of the various 
races in tbe cowi try; and the moral ·and in tel lee tual 
must be valued as much as political freedom. 2 (.Miss 
Fuller di·d not have the prejudices that many Americans 
had .and s:ti.i·1 have 8.gainst foreigners who were com.ing_· 
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to these shores, looking for a better place to live.) 
Realizing that she would not be present when a new 
• [ I 
literature sprang up in this country, she hoped to be of 
3 some influence in get·ting it started. This she was. Her 
translations· ~nd reviews of European literature brou. ght 
mature ideas to a. n9.tion beginning to aw3.ken in tellectu-
ally ~ ~s editor of The Dial and literary critic of the 
New York Tribune, she spoke 01.1t for a n.qtional literature 
and encourag-ed those writers showing signs of tr-ilent and 
origin~lity, without lowering her high standards of 
ori ticism. 4 
I th " A »"I • L . t t " I\Jf • Ful 1 n e essay, '-\.llier1cgn 1 era ure, r 1ss er 
g-ave a cursory su.rvey of imf;ortant writers from Brockden 
Brown, whom she considered the first literary figure who 
cou.ld have been called .t\1nerica.n, up through those of her 
ow:i time. Aware that her treqtment of many wg_s too .sketct1.y 
and too generA.l, she qdded her Tribune reviews on Long;-
f:ell ow, Hawthor~ne, aJ).d Brockden Brown to the end of the 
e t3S 8.Y. 
lJnlike some of· ·th'e other esr:;ays appearing in Pa.pers 
on Literature and \rt ("I1i1odern British Poets" and "The 
-
Life of Sir J 8.ILe s 1·.1acki n to sh") , "Ame ri cm I1i te .r,'J. ture" 
gives the impression of being h8..stily put together and 
of not being precise in its judgments. The inclusion of 
·these 'I1ri bune reviews helped valida.te some of her general 
conclusions on writers such as Longfellow, but there should 
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-have been more oi· them. Nevertheless, tne essay does 
show to a great extent Ifiss Fulle~' s ability to judge 
what is good literature and whqt is not. It is true, 
her praise of the poerns of \Villi am Ellery Channing, 
nephew _of -the famous Dr. Channing, and. o.f Cornelius 
hfatthews was overdone, but she can be vindicated some-
what because these poets were displaying the unusua.l 
traits of true and original feelings. 
5 l\1oreover, she 
w~s fully aware of their shortcomings: w. E. Channing's 
lack of· "artistic skill to give complete form to hj s 
inspiration" and rlatthew's deficiency "in plastic 
power" and his need for consolid3.tion.
6 
I~iss Fuller recognized that Dr. Channing and Emer-
son were the two in her era sln.ted for irriruortali ty for 
their contributions to ethics and phj_losophy. The 
spiritual beauty of Dr. Chanriing' s writings ''distinguished 
for sweetness, elev~tion, candor, and a severe devotion 
to truth" appealed to Miss :Fuller, in.d she 1~1belled him 
''a godfather at the ·baptisru of this co1mtry. 11 Emerson, 
she named "a profo1md thinkern and correctly predicted 
• 
that his influence, not too great then, would grow with 
time. "His influence does not yet extend over a wide 
space; he is too far beyond his place 8.Ild his tinle to be 
felt at once or in full, but s~a1"ches deep, . an.a yearly 
wiaens its circles. He is a harbinger of the better 
'7 
day. " ' 
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Emerson was also discussed in Miss ~~ller's first 
New York Tribune article, a review of his second series 
of essays, in which "the Sage of Concord" was recognized 
as being a representative of individual culture to a 
country emphasizing "artificial organization and external 
results." She prophesied that "History will inscribe 
his name as a father of the country, for he is one who 
pleads her cause against herself." His love of truth 
and his sincerity were the traits she most admired in 
. , ..... 
him. "He belongs to thc1t band of whom there may be 
found a few in evecy age, and who now in known human 
history may be counted by hundreds, who worship the one 
God only, the God of Truth. They worship not saints nor 
c:reeds nor churches nor relics nor idols in any form. 
The mind is kept open to truth, ::ind life only valued as 
a tendency toward it. 118 
This second series of Emerson's essays, which she 
found superior to the first, were criticized, however, 
fo~ not being a harmonious whole; the parts took too 
much attention and tired Miss Fuller just as "a string 
of lliosaics or a house built of medals" would have. In 
them she saw the "man of ideas," but not the "ideal man,
11 
for "the heart and genius of human life" were not pre..:. 
sent. She never believed in the almost cloistereo life 
that Emerson lived in peaceful Concord; instead, she 
·9 
insisted that one lliUSt do more than think, one must act.· 
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In .,. A.merican Literature," lViiss Fuller named along 
with Brockden Brown, whom she overpraised, 10 Irving and 
Cooper as writers of fiction, which could be compared 
with the finest English works of their era. Irving was 
classified runong the large group of writers of "de-
sc.ripti ve sketches," cha.racter or scenery. "He has his 
niche and need never be deposed; it is not one that 
another could occupy." At this time, the enthusiasm. 
for Cooper was abating a li t·tle and his faults were 
beginning to be apparent. Even though she considered 
his plot~s poor, his characterization weak, and his think-
ing shallow, l\]iss Fl1ller lauded him for :ijla.king Il!emorable 
our forest scenery and life of the pioneer. 11 
Hawthorne, who had not yet written his Scarlet Let-
12 ter, was ranked as "the best writer of the day." In 
her Tribune review of his Mosses from an Old 1:anse, pub-
- --
lished in 1846, she tried to obtain more readers for his 
works by pointing out that in thelli there was something 
for every type: "refreshllien t for the we.-1ry, islets of 
fascination no less than dark ~_ecesses and shadows for 
the imagin~tive, pure reflections for the pure of heart 
and eye, and, like the Concord he so well describes, many 
exquisite lilies for him who knows how to get at theIIJ.. 1113 
As for American poets, Miss Fuller found few real 
ones. This amazed her, "for there is nothing in the 
causes that paralyze other kinds of literature that· 
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could affect lyrical and narrative poetry. Men's hearts 
beat, hope, and suffer always, and they must crave such 
means· to vent them. 1114 
Her first criterion for poetry was sincerity, 0£ 
which she found little in American verse; instead, most 
poems were written for material gain or egotistical 
satisfaction, "in the spirit of iirii tation or vanity." 
Miss Fuller rankeu Bryant first among the poets in A.llier-
i.,ca. "His range is not great, nor his genius fert1·1e. 
But his poetry is purely the langu.g,ge of his_ inmost 
nature and the simple lovely garb in which hi·s thru ghts 
are arranged, a direct gift from the Uiuse. he has writ-
ten nothing that is not excellent, and the atmosphere of 
!1is verse refreshes and composes the mind., like leaving 
the highway to enter some green lovely fragrant wood. 
111
'.:> 
Lowell, who h~d not yet written his best works, was 
fo1md "absolutely wanting in the true spirit and tone of, 
poesy •••• his verse is stereotyped; his thought sounds no 
ctepth; and posterity will rot reILember him. 
1116 This 
indictment ang~red Lowell, and in revenge, he satirized 
lvliss Fuller cruelly in "Fable for Critics" anu accused 
her of spite •17 There can be no doubt that she would 
have rated hilli differently had she read his later works, 
written after death; but she had only his early poems 
from which to judge. Her biographer and contemporary, 
Higginson, excused her judgment on Lowell as "siruply a 
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mistaken literary estimate, not flavored with the slight-
est personal sting. 1118 Moreover, in an earlier Dial re-
view of Lowell's work, A Year's Life, she saw the possi-
- ---
bility that this poet might get better as he became olaer 
and recommended that this work be .criticized by a "youth-
ful friend to whom it has been of real value as a stimulus. 
The exaggerated praise of such an one would be truer to 
the spiritual fact of its proruise than the accurate 
me2 .. surement of its perforn,ance. 111 9 
Longfellow, whose poetry was highly considered by 
·rr:ros:t of his con temporg,ries, wr1.s found by 1:iss Fuller to 
be imitative and artificial. ."He borrows incessantly and 
mixes what.he borrows, so that it does not appear to the 
best advantage. He. is very faulty in using .broken or 
mixed metaphors. The ethical part of bis writing has a 
hollow, secondhand sound." Even though she could not 
rank him as a great poet, she did feel that because of 
his elegance, his love of beauty, and his adlliiration of 
greatness and courage, he would be able to influence a 
20 ~ 
taste for good poetry. --,, 
In her New York Tribune review of Longfellow's 
poetry, which was :idcted on to her· essay, "A . .merica.n Liter-
ature," his works were discussed in n1ore detail. Before 
considering his verses, she defined poetry as "the full-
est and th(;?refore 11ost completely natural expression of 
what is human." .\a wa .. s her custom of arranging writers 
\ 
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-in hierarchies, she divided poets into three classes --
the great who were "the prophets of the rL.anhood of man;" 
thos·e in the middle wrio were composed of "men of little 
original poetic power, but of lliuch poe"tic taste and 
sensibility; 11 and the "humblest minstrels" who brought 
"the attention of man to the meaning of the flowers which 
also is hidden from the careless eye." Longfellow wa,s 
placed by Miss Fuller in the middle group because of the 
bookishness and im.i tati veness of his poetr~y. "Nature 
with him, whether human or external, is always seen 
·through the w.indows of literature •. · There are in his 
poellis sweet and tender passages descriptive of his per-
sonal feelings, but very few showing him as an observer 
at first hana of the passions within or the landscape 
without." tvtiss Fuller, in disagreement with some. of her 
contemporaries who charged Longfellow with plagiarism, 
stressed that "it is his misfortune tl1at other mer' s 
thoughts are s·o continually in his head as to over·shadow 
his own." Instead of presenting "a new product in which 
all the ol--d varieties 8re melted into a fresh forrri," he 
gave "a tastefully arranged IL.useum, between whose gla-ss 
cases are interspersed neatly potted rose trees, geraniums, 
and hyacfinths, ~rown by himself with the aid of indoor 
heat ••.• Some objects in the collection 2.re his own; as 
to the rest, he has the merit of appreciation 8lld a re-
arrangement not always judicious, but the result :O·f feeling 
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on his part." A.a a translator, he was not rated any bet-
ter by lV~iss Fuller, because of "the same qualities as in 
his own writings; what is forcible and comp2ct he does 
not render adequately; grace and sentiment he appreciates 
and reproduces." 
She bravely predicted that "twenty years hence when 
he stands upon his own merits, he will rank as a writer 
of elegant if not always accurate taste, of great imita-
tive power, and occasional felicity in an original way 
where his feel.rings are really stirred." She listed the 
following as 8.lllong his best works: "The Reaper and tr1e 
Flowers," "Lines to the Planet Mars,""\ Gleam of Sun-
shine," and "The Village Blacksruith. 1121 
Of course, Miss Fuller's evaluation .. of Longfellow as 
- ' 
a ·second-rate poet caused a great deal of criticism; some 
accused her of having personal reasons for aowngrading 
this popular poet. Horace Greeley came to her defense, 
avowing this was not true and J.iOint~i.ng 9ut that because 
of her different views on poetry from Longfellow's, she 
did not want to review his verses. She begged Greeley, 
to discuss them. Because he lacked the time, she re-
luctantly undertook the task. 22 
Along with Poe, who considered. her New ·York Tribune 
review of Longfellow as one of her best pieces, she had 
t.:he cri tica.l insight to see this poet's true merit and 
h.is faults. 23 
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Emerson's poetry was rarlked in her essay, "American 
. 
Literature," as the highest "in melody, in subtle beauty 
of thought and expression." Because his poems were 
philosophical and aroused the intellect instead of the 
emotions, she could not consider them to be the "truest 
kind of poetry. 1124 
Poe, who was the one important contemporary writer 
a.nd poet not mentioned in "A.merican Literature," was dis-
cussed briefly in two New York Tribune reviews. Miss 
Fuller praised his tales, a literary form she felt had 
., 
degenerated in this cJuntry because those wtio wrote them 
did not do so from real observation, but from geography 
books. She found the stories of Poe refreshing, because 
they were "the fruit of genuine observations and experi-
ence, combine a wi.th an inve:ation which [ was] not 'making 
up,' as children. call their way of contriving stories, 
but a penetration into the causes of things which [ lead] 
to original but credible results." She wisl1ed, however, 
that he would have attempted a metaphysical novel, a 
J 
me:.diuru that would have portrayed his talents of under-
.standing life better. 25 In reviewing his book of verse, .. 
The Raven and other Poems, rniss Fuller bel·ieved that Poe 
showed a talent which should have produced something bet-
ter. The only poem in this volume that she liked was 
"T·ll.e Raven." Al though desiring a fair and honest judg-
.ment of any literary work, she did· not care for Poe's 
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stinging, relentless kind of criticism; she believed in 
truthfulness applied with love. 
26 
Miss ~~ller's attempted criticism of art and music 
1s not worth considering in too much detail, for "it was 
less trustworthy" than her criticism of literature.. Be-
cause of her lack of any musical training, she was unable 
to evaluate compositions from the standpoint of forlli anu 
could only give her rom911tic impressions -- the things 
that happened to her when she heard a certain piece. 
Beethoven was her favorite composer, and she did recog-
nize that his music encompassed the thoughts of the era, 
particularly those of tunerica, where he was so popular. 
27 
Her attellipts to set her·self up as a judge 0£ art wnen she 
had so little opportunity to see any really good paint-
ings was silly. The reproductions of .sculpture she saw 
were not good, Pnd it was impossible for her to criticize 
the genius of Raphael or itichel Angelo without knowing 
anything 1uore aboll t their work than engravings. Her im~ 
pressions of the exhibition of Washington Allston' s paint·-
ings which appeared in The Dial seem childish to mode~s.
28 
"Her fancy and imagination were easily stimulated to genial 
a-~ti v·i ty, and she erroneously thanked the artist for the 
pleasing emotions and thoughts that rose in her mind. 
112 9 
Her remarks on art and 1.uusic are of value only be-
cause they present a picture ·of the growing interest in 
New England Bnd in other parts of the United States in 
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these fields at that time. The Puritans and other set-
tlers had been busy with politics and the various exter-
n~ls of making a new country and little time was left for 
culture. There is no doubt that Miss Fuller and her 
transcendental friends did a great deal to influence the 
growth of the arts in Am: .. e·_r-ica. 
··~ .. 
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Chapter VII 
Critic of Society 
l-\.l though Ifiss Fuller's main field as a critic was 
literature, she did evaluate and judge the social world, 
particularly in !\.n,erica. Only a few of her articles were 
devoted specifically to this type of criticism; but many 
of her.'" literary critiques and books contained disgres-
sions which were concerned with society. 
It was only natural thqt ~~iss Fuller, born into a 
family known for its independent thinking and interest 
in government, should comment on the national scene. 
Her grandfather, Reverend Tilliothy Fuller, lost his parish 
at Princeton, Massachusetts, for preaching on the pre-
maturity of the American Revolution. Later as repre-
. sentative to the state convention, he voted repeatedly 
against the Constitution of the United States because of 
this document's recognition of slavery. Her father, also 
named Timothy Fuller, was a Jeffersonian Democrat in 
Massachusetts, despite the fact that the most influential 
people there were Federalists. Active in state govern-
ment, he was also a representative to Congress from 181·7· 
to 1825. John Quincey ;\dams, enthusiastically supported: 
by him for the Presidency, v,as given a.n elaborate par-ty· 
at the Fuller hon.e' in Cam.bridge •1 Miss Fuller, a pre-
cocious child, listened no doubt to her father discus's 
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governmental problems with his colleagues and constituents. 
It is not surprising, then, th8.t at the age of twenty-three 
she became on her own volition an earnest stuaent of Amer-
ican histo.ry and Jefferson's letters. A letter to JaTues 
Freellian Clarke in 1833 told about this particular interest 
and how it brought her closer to her father: 11 .A.merican 
Historyt Seriously, my mind is regenerating as to my 
country, for I am beginning to appreciate the United States 
" 
and its great men •••• And I rejoice, if only because my 
~ather and I can have so lliUCh in COllilhOn on this topic •••. 
here he has much inforruation and ripe judgment. 112 
1'hus, steeped in the principles up·on which this· 
.country was founded, this young idealist felt impelled 
to protest the injustices she saw committed under the 
naILe of democracy·. She insisted that the United States 
live up to its high standards of individual freedom and 
justice.· Her awareness of "the many false deeds and low 
thoughts -- the devotion to interest -- the forgetfulness 
of principle -- the indifference to high and noble senti-
ment" did not diw her anticipation that this young nation. 
would fulfill its "p;reat destiny whose promise rose like: 
a star only some half a century ago upon the hopes of' 
the world." She warned that the high ideals of individual· 
worth must not be forsaken; too many people in the world 
were Qepending upon this country to make them a reality. 3 
Miss Fuller was di.s-turbed by the steady growth of 
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niaterialism in the United States because of the dire· 
effect it could have on the spiritual and intellectual 
fibers of the nation. A letter written in 1840 expressed 
her fears on this subject. "Since the Hevolution, there 
has been little in the circumstances of this coun t1·y, 
to call out the higher sentiments. The effect of con-
tinued prosperity is the Sallie on nations as on indi-
viduals, -- it leaves the nobler faculties uncieveloped •. 
The need of bringing out the physical resources of a 
vast extent of the country, the COiilllleI'Cial and political 
fever incident to :our institutions, tend to fix the eyes 
of men on what is local and temporary, on the external 
advantages of their conai tion ••.• rn· a word, th·e tendency 
of circUIDstances hn.s been to make our people'"' superficial, 
irreverent, and more anxious to :get a living than to live 
men tally and rnorally • .,4 
#_hi.le visiting Nia.gara J:t,alls she saw a man spit into 
·the falling water; for her this seemed to be syn1bolic of 
an age which puts utility a.bove everything else. She 
hoped that this would not be true of her country as nt 
was in England, and that the new settler in the West 
would not forget spiritual values in his exciting new 
life. On her visit to Illinois she was dismayed to find 
the pioneers from the East sordid in their aims and 
"thoughtless and slovenly" in their habits, spreading 
their materialistic desires to the frontier. Many New· 
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Englanders whom she met on her journey seemed only con-
cerned with gain and not with what they could do for the 
new land. To her disappointment, they brought along 
their old habits -- "calculation, their cautious manner, 
their love of polemics." For lliOSt of them the new country 
to the west was "a prospect, not of the unfolding nobler 
energies, but of more ease and larger accumulation." Any 
hope for new religious freedom here dirnIL.ed in .fwliss Ful-
ler's heart, for she realized that a change in plA.ce of 
living would not effect any new freedom of thought; in-
stead, the minds woula remain the same; it was not im-
portant where one lived, only what was in one's mind.5 
The settlers' poor taste in their homes she as-
cribed to their not having any "thought beyon_d satisfy-
ing the grossest IDa terial wants." Al th~ugh find,ing the 
log cabins attractive from a distance because they fitted 
in witl1 "the natural architecture of the country, in the 
edge of the timber," she was repulsed when coming near 
by "the slovenline.ss of the dwelling and the rude way in 
which objects around it were treated, when so little care 
would have presented a charming whole. 116 
Miss Fuller, a lover of nature as were most trans-
cendentalists, was angered by the American settler's 
ruthless cutting down of trees. His 11arks, she compared 
to "corrosive acid upon the cheek of beauty, rather than 
that smile of intelligence which would ensue from the 
' 
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-touch of an intelligent spirit." She could not unaerstand 
"the Reformers who weary every one by their protest against 
violence done to life in the animal kingdom, coolly hewing 
down and heaping on the hearth trunks that half a century 
had been required to rear, tr11nks of trees, the home of 
birds, and the fairest monuments of earth's devotion." 
In spite of her Puritan heritage, she did not think it 
wrong for a person to spend time looking at beauty; . in 
fact, she went even further in her heresy by declaring 
that such p8Btime was better than gossip and money-making. 
She asked: "Is it such a fault, then, to take a little 
time from the service of· i\1arnmon?"7 
Like many of her transcendental friends, Miss Fuller 
was sensitive to the sufferings of others. On her travels 
and in her every day living she always had an eye for the 
poor and lliistreated. Ir1 her twenties she witnessed wide-
spread poverty caused by the panic of 1837, which had 
closed many fqctories in the East. Conditions remained 
bad for about five years. As a result, ~ssociations, where 
men came together to live, sharing the labor and resulting 
profits, sprang up in various part of the country. There 
was a growing interest in the utopian ideas of the French 
socialist, Charles Fourier. The transcendentalists who 
were interested in reforlliing society spiritually and 
economically undertook the experiment of community living 
,, 
at Brook Farm. Iv1iss Fuller, like her friend Emerson, was 
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not willing to join this group in their scheme to change 
social institutions. Even though she sympathized with 
the courage it took to start such a plan, she considered 
it premature. Instead, she made visits to the Farm, lend-
ing encouragement and advice. 8 After such a sojourn she 
wrote in her Jour~al: "'I do not know what their scheme 
will ripen to; at present it does not deeply engage my 
hopes. It is thus far only a little better way than 
others. I doubt if they will get free from all they 
deprecate in society. '" 9 
The socialist ideas of Fourier were being expounded 
at this time by William. Brisbane as the solution to the 
economic problems of the people. Against exteTildl ap-
proaches as the only way to solve man's pro bl ems, Iv1iss 
Fuller aid not entirely approve of Fourier's sole con-
cern for man's physical· need. She was aware that he was 
"educated in an age of' gross materialism," and could not 
help but have materialistic ideas. However, he waae the 
mistake "of making the soul the ,I result of heal th of body, 
· 10 instead of body the clothing of soul." Always caring 
more for man's spiritual and intellectual growth, Ii.1iss 
Fuller could not accept someone like Fourier, whose '!eye 
was fixed on the outward more than the inward needs of 
Man." On the other hand, she could no·t go along com-
pletely with Goethe's ideas that "as the man so the insti-
~' ..... ~ 
tutions. There is no excuse for ignorance and folly. A 
' :r- r ,1. 
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man can grow in any place, if he will!" She knew that 
"bad institutions are prison-walls a.D:d impure air that 
make him stupid, so that he does not will" as well as 
she knew that it was foolish to "expect to change man-
kind at once, or even in three generations" as Fourier 
and the Brook Farmers hoped to do by putting him in groups 
or making work more attractive. She would have liked to 
have seen a combination of the ideas of each of these two 
men who were offering solutions to better the conditions 
of· humani t,y·. "Vie prize the theory of Fourier no less 
than the profound suggestion of Goethe. Both are educ~ting 
the age to a clearer ·-Consciousness of_ what Man needs, what 
Man can be; and better life must ensue. 1111 
In New York City, under the guidance of her old 
_friend Willialli Henry Channing, who h~d helped her earlier 
with The Dial, 1',1iss Fuller saw more poverty than she had 
ever seen before. According to a letter written to an 
old friend, Miss Mary Rotch of New Bedford, Massachusetts, 
she believed ·that she could help alleviate the hor·ri ble 
conditions of the poor by writing about them, in order to 
draw the attention of others to these problems and inspire 
them to action. 12 This she did, for there were articles 
in the New York Tribune which dealt specifically with 
social problems and the institutions for them. Her 
B.Cquain tance with Horace Greeley, a great reformer and 
humanitarian, seemed to have a pro..:found influence on her, ..
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for from 1844 on she displayed more interest in'the prob-
lems of poverty and vice and the need for social reform 
than she did for metaphysical speculations. 
The "striving for an aristocracy" through the llieans 
of outward trappings which she observed in the wealthy 
o:f this nation, particularly in New York, evoked her 
ridicule in a Tribune article. In a style similar to 
Carlyle's, she berated those who would make upper classes 
"out of clothes, equipage, and servile imitation of 
·foreign mar1ners •.•• Shame upon the stupidity which, when 
all circumstances leave us free for the introduction of 
a real aristocracy such as the world never saw, bases 
its pr·etensioris on, or makes its bow to the footIL.an be-
hind, the coach, instead of the person within it. 1113 
The materialisIL. of· the poor as well as of the ricl). 
dismayed her. She realized that poverty drove one to 
think of externals rather than what was within one. Her 
attempts to offer the indigent comfort by stating that 
the things of real value are what is within a man and 
his health, not money, seems ludicrous and meaningless. 
As true as these things may be, they are of little solace· 
to a hungry man, searching for bread for his family and 
himself. But Miss Fuller was an idealist, fresh from 
her transcendental circle in Boston, and can be excused 
for her unrealistic approach to poverty in this counsel. 
~s we shall see a little later, when she travelled in 
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Europe and saw the wretched conditions of the people there, 
she urged the need for change ruid remained silent on the 
unimportance of money. Some of her Tribune articles did, 
however, offer practical criticism on poverty and crime. 
After yisits to the various city Charities -- Bellevue, 
Alms House, Farm School, Asylum for the Insane, and Black-
well's Island -- she stressed the need for the right kind 
of officers to head these institutions and demanded an 
end to political appointments for these executive posi-
tions. She felt that it was wrong· that a change of party 
should mean new officials and new methods in these places, 
and that no good can result from such practices. Aware 
that in these institutions poli tici,a.ns ma.y try to save 
on money, she pleaded for utility not ·economy to "be the 
6' 
rule of expenditure, for, here parsimOJJ.Y is the worst 
prodigality. 1114 
The horrible conditions at Blackwell Island's peni-
tentiary for women were very upsetting to lV;iss .Fuller, 
inciting her to demand needed reforms. "The want of 
proper matrons, or any matrons, to take the care so 
necessary for the bodily or ment~l improvement or even 
aecent condition of the seven hunured woIDen assembled 
here, is an offence that cries aloud." ~s a firm be-
liever that prison should not only be a place of' punish-
ment but also a pl.3.ce of rehabilitation, she suggested 
that these.women be instructed in books which would give 
... 
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new fe.i th and thoughts to "minds oftener darkened than 
corrupted." She further suggested that they be classi-
fied so that the bad ones would not keep those who wanted 
to improve from doing so; and she recolllillended a good 
sanitary system which would help them have self-respect 
for their bodies and their minds. Her heart went out to 
many of the women in this penal institution whose "feel-
ings of iru1ocent childhood are not dead, who need only 
good influence and steady aid to raise them from the pit 
of infamy and wo into which they have fallen. 1115 Because 
of her belief in their essential goodness (transcendental 
idea of the di vine in man), she made a plea in another 
Tribune article, in which she asked for funds for an 
asyl.um which was in the process of being f'ounded to help 
. 16 
rehabilitate these women when they left prison. Mr. 
Greeley, verifying how deep and sincere Miss Fuller's 
conct.-rn for these degraded women was, wrote: ·11 If she had 
been born to a large 1·ortune, a house of refuge for all 
female outcasts desiring to return to the ways of virtue 
would have been one of her ntost cherished and first 
17 
realized concep,tions." 
The AsylUTu for the Insa.r).e she criticized ·fo.r being 
too crowded and bemoaned the lack of individual treatment 
for the mentally ill as well as for the chilaren at the 
Farm school, who. displayed by their "unfor·med features 
·' 
and mechanical ffiovements that they [were] treated by 
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wholesale." She felt that this was "an evil incident to 
public establishments, and which only a mor·e intelligent 
public attention can obviate. " 1~. 
The Alms House she found clean and comfortable, 
Disturbed by the idleness of the people there, she 
stressed that work of various kinds must be provided "if 
only to coilllteract the bad effects of such a position." 
She also urged that the poor be treated with love and 
not degraded. l 9 
Her sympathies for th.e poverty-stricken increased 
when she travelled in Europe where she was appalled at 
the wretched conditions lUlder which so many of the 
people lived. Her letters to the New York Tribl.l1le were 
full of descriptions of the miserable life of the poor 
in England and Scotland. She saw great poverty not only 
in the cities such as Liverpool, Glasgow, and London, 
but in the English countryside and small towns too. It 
was difficult for heT to forget how unequal things were 
between men, and she was sure that God did not approve 
of such want for so many of his children. 20 Always look-
ing at every situation from all sides, Miss Fuller could 
not help but think how bad it would have been to have 
money here amidst all this poverty. "Poverty in England 
has terrors of which I never dreamed at home. I felt 
that it would be terrible to be poor here, but far more 
so to be the possessor of t_-~,~t ·for which so many thous8nds 
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are perishing •••• To a man of good heart, each day must 
bring purgatory which he knows not how to bear, yet to 
which he fears to become insensible." 21 
Her interest in the poor took her on a tour of a 
coal mine at Newcastle, the model prison at Pentonville, 
a washing establishment where the poor women could come 
to wash their clothes, and the steel mill at Sheffield. 
The laborers at the latter place did not look very well 
to her "as if they had spent on tempering the steel that 
vital force that should have t.empered themselves to man-
h. - '' 22 .ood.. 
I 
Glasgow was the poorest city ahe saw on the :B·ritish. 
Isles. It appeared ironic to her that amid all th·is 
squalor and poverty there were some fine intellectuals, 
causing her to make the following sagacious remark: "The 
rua.nufacturing and commercial towns, burning focuses of 
grief and vice, are also the centres of intellectual 
life, as in forcing-beds the rarest flowers 8nd fruits 
are developed by.use of illipure and repulsive fuaterials. 
Where evil comes to an extreme, Heaven seen1s busy in 
providing, means for the remedy. 1123 
She hoped that things could be changed in England 
and Scotland without a revolution. Her suggestion for 
helping solve the evils of deprivation and its bad ef-
fects -- drinking and other forms of vice -- was the 
use of· love and tho·ught by those who ought to help. She 
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felt that they were "seriously, though slowly, becoming 
alive to the imperative nature of this duty. 1124 
Not finding France much better than England, she 
predicted that before long reforms would be demanded by 
the people. After seeing the wretched poverty of the 
people in Europe, Miss Fuller realized that Fourier's 
doctrine was needed and would be a thing of the future. 
She had, however, no affection for these socialist re-
formers. "I like no Fourieri tes; they are terribly weari-
some here in Europe; the tide of things does not wash 
through them as violently as with us, and they have time 
to run in the tread-mill of syaten1. Still, they serve 
this great future which I shall not live to see. I must 
be born again. 1125 (How right Miss Fuller was in her pre-
diction of socialism! Toda.y in our own country capitalism 
is now controlled so that it serves the many instead of 
the few, and the socialist ideas of social security, un-
employllien t compensation, and minimum wage standards have 
become part of the American way of life. Furthermore, 
European democracies, such as England, Denmark, and 
Sweden, have adopted many socialist reforms in their 
economies too.) 
Miss Fuller was also the def.ender of lliinori ties i·n 
this country. She was not prejudiced as many of her 
fellow-Alliericans were ( and still are) against the irri-
migran ts from many lands who were corning to these ~hores 
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to find a new and better life for themselves. Instead, 
she reali-zed that "it was the pride and greatness of 
ancient nations to keep their blood unmixed, but it must 
be ours to be willing to mingle, to accept in a generous 
spirit what each clime and race has to offer us. 1126 
In her book, S1Jmmer on the Lakes, she expre·-ssed 
-
sympathy for the foreign settler who had come to A.merica 
with 6reat enthusiasm only to be disillusioned by the 
lack of intellectual enjoyment and brotherly love. "He 
has escaped from the heartlessness of courts, to encounter 
the vulgarity of the mob; he has secured solitude, but 
:it is a lonely, a deserted solitude," She asked these 
imw.igrants in the West to have patience, and in the end 
they would not be disappointed, for the crude American 
settler would be transformed into a better man and the 
solitu0e would become "sufficiently enlivened, and 
hollie [would J grow up at last from the rich sod. 1127 
Miss .Fuller's defense of the Irish was "touching 
and just. 1128 At this time, they were looked down upon 
by the Anglo-Saxon ~mericans, especially in New York 
City, where so many of them had migrated and were em-
ployed as servants or laborers. "Their extreme ignor-
ance, their blind devotion to their priesthood, their 
pliancy in the hands of demagogues" she believed edu-
cation and sympathy could change, making them valuable 
to the new race of A.mericans. She scolded those who 
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said tha.t they have tried to help the lower class Irish, . 
but got no thanks and reminded them of their duty to aid 
these people; it was only obeying God's command, "To 
love our neighbor as ou.rself. 1129 
Miss Fuller advised the immigrants to become part 
of America -- to fuse the good things each group had into 
a. new race. "We do want that each nation should preserve 
what is valuable in its parent stock. We want all the 
elements for the new people of the new world. We want 
·the prudence, the honor, the practical skill of the Eng-
lish; the fun, the affectionateness, the generosity of 
the Irish; the vivacity, the grace, the quick intel-
ligence, philosophic view, and deep enthusiasm of the 
German Biedermann; the shrewdness and romance of the· 
Scotch -- but we want none of their prejudices. We want 
the healthy seed to develop itself into a different plant, 
in a new climate." She pointed out to these people that 
intelligent action was what made a good citizen and not 
mere bodily presence. Her desire was to have America a 
refuge for the starving and the homeless people ~f the 
world, but then the immigrants must do their part in this 
'\, 
f ~ 
new hoine by acclimating themselves and becoming good 
. t. 30 c1 1.zens. 
The trip to Illinois and Wisconsin in 1843 brought 
IIIiss Full.er in personal contact with Indians, giving her 
the opportunity to visit their dirty wigwams, observe 
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some of their customs, and talk with them. The utter 
poverty and degradation of these people aroused her 
sympathy so much that in the book, S1ln1mer .2!! the Lakes, 
which told about her exciting trip to the West, she 
lashed out against their persecutors -- the so-called 
Christians. She had nothing but contempt for the hypoc-
risy of the \Vhi te man who corrupted the Indian with 
cheap rum and bad tobacco during the week and then on 
Sunday knelt with "him in church to pay homage to the God 
of love. Nor could she understand the Christian's dis-
taste for the Indian's dog-feast at which a dog was 
sacrificed to the protecting genius in another world 
when he was willing to sacrifice h.is own fellow-man to 
II/Iaromon. Then in true Carlylean fashion, including 
exclamation points, she scourged the "slave drivers 
and Indian traders" who bear the name Christians: "The 
Indian is to be deemed less like the Son of Iv'fary than 
theyl Wonderful is the deceit of man's hearts!"3l 
The missionaries to the Indians did not fare too·. 
well either under Miss·Fuller's critical eye because of 
their narrowness and inability to put themselves in the 
red man's position. "The Christ shown· them by these 
missionar\es is to them but a new and more powerful 
Manito; tn~ i s of the new religion, but the fetiches 
that h~ve aided he conquerors." Furthermore, she was 
aware of the futility of explaining Christianity to them 
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before tl1ey are civilized: "The missionary vainly at-
tempts, by once or twice holding up the cross, to turn 
deer and tigers in to lambs; vainly attempts to convince _, .. 
the red man that a heavenly mandate takes from him his 
brook lands. He bo-ws his head, but does not at heart 
acquiesce. He cannot. It is not true; and if it were, 
the descent of blood through the same channels, for 
' ~ 
centuries, has formed habits of thought not so easily 
disturbed. 1132 
Miss Fuller speculated on whether the Indian might 
have beer1 civilized and made a valuable part of this 
country if the French Catholic's use of love had been 
followed by the other settlers instead of the policy of 
hate and violence. The Indians liked the French. The 
Englishman's rationalization that his ill-treatment of 
the Indians was justified because of his superior civi-
lization and religious ideas was not acceptable to Miss 
Fuller, who sagaciously remarked that "had they been 
truly civilized or Christianized, the conflicts which 
sprang from the collision of the two races might have 
been avoided." She was wise enough, however, to realize 
-~ 
that this was too much to expect when movements are made 
by masses of men. "The mass has never ye-t bee11: humanized, 
though the age may develop a human thought. Since those 
conflicts and diff·erences did arise, the hatred which 
sprang from terror and suffering, on the European side, 
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has naturally warped the whites still
 further from jus-
tice ... 33 
~urprisingly, she came to the defense
 of the Indian 
male, who was condemned by many white
s for compelling 
his wife to do all the hard work whil
e he hunted, by 
explaining that this endeavor support
ed his family and 
that looking for something to eat cou
ld be fatiguing •. 
She felt that it was necessary that t
he man be kept un-
bent by ,_burdens and toil so that h
e would~ physically 
able to bring fooa to his family. Th
en the Indian 
family life was praised: "I have 
witnessed scenes of 
conjugal and parental love in the Indian's wigwa
m, from 
which I have often thought the educat
ed white man, proud 
of his superior civilization, might l
earn a useful 
lesson ... 34 
In conclusion to her defense of the I
ndian, Miss 
Fuller askea the white man to substit
ute brotherly good~-
will in place of his inherited prejudices an
d to do 
everything that he could "to llii tiga
te the doom of those 
who survive his past injuries." This ,is good
 advice and 
needs saying today when many Indians 
are still living in 
dire.poverty on arid reservations and
 treaties made with 
them years bef ..ore are broken witho
ut qualms if the white 
man sees an opportunity to make some
 money. In her 
sympathy for these poor ~eople ~iss F
uller was amazingly 
unprejudiced for her time; indeed, she is ahead 
of many 
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people today.35 
It has not been understood why Miss Fuller to-ok 
such a late stand against slavery. Her grandfather and 
father had been against it, and her closest friends like 
Dr. Channi-ng, M.r. and Mrs. Ellis Gray Loring, and Ivir. · 
Clarke were part of the anti-slavery movement. 36 The 
' 
reason could have been her objection to the Abolition-
ists whom she found "tedious, often so narrow, always 
so rabid, and exaggerated in their tone." In a letter 
to Mrs. lVlaria Weston Chapman, December 26, 1840, she 
explained why she refused to discuss the anti-slavery 
movement in her Conversation classes. "The !-\.boli tion 
cause commonds my respect as do all efforts to relieve 
.. .., 
and raise suf·fering human nature. The faults oi· the 
party are such as, it seems to me, must always be in-
cident to the partizan spirit. All that was noble and 
pure in their zeal has helped us all. For the dis-
interestedness and constancy of many individuals among 
you I have a high respect. Yet lliY ovm path leads a 
different ccurse and often leaves me quite ignorant of 
what you are doing. n37 The 1'3.st aentenc e in this letter 
may give the real reason why IViss Fuller did not speak 
out in her articles against slavery before the annex-
ation of 'Texas·. She was doing other· things that oc-
cupied her time, such as learning German, reading and 
translating Goethe, thinking about literary criticism, 
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ana launching The Dial. 
In her book, ·woman 1.n the Nine teen th Centur
y, she 
showed deep concern about slavery being spre
ad more 
widely .by the inclusion of Texas in the Uni
on. She 
begged the American women to do something t
o stop this 
action. "Have you nothing to do with this
? You see the 
men, how they are willing to sell shamelessl
y the hap-
piness of countless generations of fellow c
reatures, 
the honor of their crun try, and their illifi
lortal souls, 
for a money market and political power. Do
 you not 
f~=rel within you that which can reprove th
em, which can 
check them? You wculd not speak in vain; 
whether each 
in her own home, or banded in unison." She
 urged women 
not to accept the luxuries stich action cou
ld bring.· In-
stead, they should tell the men they would r
ather have 
honor, mercy, and purity.3
6 
In the Tribune she praised a book.written b
y 
,frederick Douglass, a freed slave of six
 years, and 
considered it proof that the black race did 
have 
ability .;and intelligence, contrary to wh
at is thought by 
many. She asked people to read this work so
 that they 
could see ''what a mind might have been stifl
ed in 
bondage -- what a man may be subjected to, the insul
ts 
of spend tl1rift danciies, or the blows of n1e
rcene.ry brutes, 
in whom there is no whiteness except of the
 skin, no 
hum.ani ty except in the outward form, _ana 
of whom the 
,. 
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Avenger will not fail yet to demand, 'Where is thy 
brother?' '' 39 
In this same article the Christian church was urged . ' 
to make a stand against slavery and preach against its 
evil. This bondage of men she found inconsistent with 
the teacr1ings of Christ. "Kings, five hundred years ago, 
built churches with the spoils of war; clergymen today 
command slaves to obey a gospel which they will not allow 
them to read, and call themselves C·hristians amid the 
curses of their fellow-men. The world ought to get on 
a little faster than this, if there be really any 
· principle of improvement in it. 1140 
In Europe, where she- S}:iW so m.uch suffering of the 
laboring class~s, she could not help but recall the 
misery of the slaves back in her own country. Her at-
titude toward the abolitionists had softened somewhat 
for she wrote back home: ''I could never endure to OO' 
with then1 at home ••.• But, after all, they had a high 
motive, sonLething eternal in their desire and life; and, 
if it was not the only thing worth thinking of, it was 
.really something worth living and dying_.for, to free 
. -> - '. .•• 
a great nation from such a blot, such a plague. God 
strengthen them, and llia..ke theu1 wise. t.o acl1ieve tr1eir· 
purpose? 1141 
In Italy she heard the same excuses for continuing 
bondage as she did in the United States, but she firmly 
, .. 
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~elieved that tyranny was wrong, no matter where it was 
or for what reasons it ~xisted. (Italy at this time 
was trying to free itself from the rule of ~ustria.) 
To her, however, America seemed to be a worse offender 
because this na.tion was founded on the rights for all 
llien, but materialislli made her a "robber and jail.er. 11 4
2 
Her disillusionment with America's behavior could 
be seen in her answer to her friends' pleas for her re-
turn: "lv1y country is a present spoiled by prosperity, 
stupid with the lust of gain, soiled by crime in its 
willing perpetuation of slavery, shamed by an unjust 
war, noble sentiment much forgotten even by individuals, 
the aims of politicians selfish or petty, the literature 
f r·i volous and venal." She had hopes, however, that all • 1 
this would be short-lived and that soon America would 
be true to its principles. 43 · Of co:urse, she had no idea 
what would happen allliost twenty years later -- civil 
war -- before the slaves would be free. The country 
was still struggling with what seemed like an insolvabl.e: 
probleu1 -- slavery -- when she died in 1850. The other 
faults she saw in Allierica are still with us -- material-
is1.;1, petty, self'ish politics, and cheap, vulgar liter-
ature -- and will probably stay with us a.s long as man 
exists. 
Miss Fuller's sympathy extended to the animal kingdom 
. 
. 
too. She was angered at the sight of an eagle chained 
' j" 
•·. 
to a pole for the delight of tourists, who amused them-
selves by hitting it or poking it with a stick. She 
berated the hwiter who had two deer to choose from and 
then shot the one which was the prettiest and most 
beseeching, by remarking that this was an example of 
the "true spirit of a sportsman, or perhaps · I might say 
of Ulan, when engaged in any kind of chase." When in 
En6land touring a coal mine in Newcastle, she told. of 
her pity in a letter to the Tribune for the horses that 
work in this pit, never seeing light again, eating hay 
but dreaming of grass. In another letter from Europe 
she told about her visit to the Zoological Gardens. on ~. 
Monday and how she noticed that the animals were very 
hungry. Someone told her that they were so ravenous 
over the food because they had not been fed Sunciay --
this was the day of rest for the 'keepers. She hoped 
this story was not true, bt1t realized that there were 
those in the United State.:s· .who would have agreed that 
there sho~ld be no feeding on the Sabbath. 44 
When .tv1iss Fuller looked at the evils of :soc-iety 
.with her "sagacious, all-observing eyes," she seemed 
to find the inequality between the sexes most disturbing, 
for this question appeared most often in her v.o rks. 
Even though the American woman is still stru~gling for 
certain rights in some places, - such as the same ·t,age 
standards ana job opportunities as men, they have made 
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great strides towards obtaining equality since the middle 
. 
. of the nineteenth century when they could not vote,-be 
on juries, or enter politics; admission into lliOst colleges 
and many of the professions was closed to them. A.s wives, 
they had no legal rights to any property which they might 
have had before marriage or to any earnings if' they worked. 
Women were considered intellectual inferiors and treated 
as such. Of course, such conditions co~ld not help but 
annoy .r1Iiss }1uller, a sensitive, intelligent woman, superior 
to most men of the time. 
Cne scholar felt that her interest in wollian's rights 
;began in 1827 when she heard Joh11 Neal, an Bngli sh novel-
ist, lecture in Providence, rthode Island, to her students 
at Green Street Academy "on the. destiny ana vocation of 
Woman in this .. c .. ountry." 1fVhether his talk planted the 
~t'irst seed of feminism in lv1iss Fuller or whether she 
aeveloped feelings about this subject from her own ob-
servation ana her belief in justice is not easy to as-
:oertain, especially when one does not have co111ple te 
access to all her manuscripts. But at any rate, when 
she gave up her teaching position in Providence and re:-
turned to the vicinity of Boston in 1839, she conceived 
the idea of holding conversation classes for women. This ,/ 
· would give her the opportw:i ty to use h-er natural tal.ent· 
for talking and bringin6· out the·" .b.est in those around 
her. Al though this scheme would be a means of e:a;_rning 
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some sorely-needed money, she also had another motive in 
mind -- to help free women from their traditional feelings 
of inferiority and subserviency to men. In a letter to 
Mrs. Ripley she explained that these conversatio~s would 
6ive women an opportunity to meet and discuss intellectual 
topics or better subjects than are discussed at social 
meetings. But this was not enough. The classes must 
"'pass in review the departments of thought and knowledge, 
and endeavor to place thern in due relation to one another 
in our mind. To systematize thought and give a precision 
and clearness in which our sex are so deficient, chie1·1y, 
I think, because they have so few inducements to test and 
classify what they recei,ve. ' .. 45 
Her idea attracted the attention of many intelligen:t, 
women of Boston who longed for mental stimulation and 
the op~ortunity to express their opinions. Twenty-five 
attendea the first meeting at the home of Blizabeth Pea-
body in Boston, November 6, 1839. This initial get-
·together was so popular that thirteen meetings of two 
hour duration ensued that year and every year after until 
Miss F~ller moved to New York in 1844 to become literary 
editor of the New York Daily Tribune. In lo41 men were 
asked to join in order that the benefits of their clas-
sical education could be passea on to the women. These 
., 
conversations brought Miss Fuller the reputation of being 
the most intellectual and best educated woman in America.
46 
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In these meetings she brought the discussion arrund 
to the question of what women were meant to do in this 
life and how they should do it. Many of her students 
later became active members of the anti-slavery and 
feminist movements. Because many -eminent men in Boston 
had such high regard for l/!iss Fuller's intellect, it was 
possible for their wives or daughters to take part in 
these reforms and other public activities which previously 
they would not have dared to enter without the fear of 
being riaiculed. The most important result of these 
c.l~sses was that they served as an inspiration for women 
to· think and speak about intellectual topics and made it 
~eem respectable rather than eccentric that they should 
discuss things of the lliina~ At the end of the eighteenth 
century lv1ary Wollstonecraft had asked that woruen be 
treated· as man's equal, but in A.llierica her plea meant 
little. It is t1·ue that there were a few isolated 
examples of some progress in this country during the 
early part of the nineteenth century: Emma Willard 
started a boarding school for girls in Middlebury, Ver-
mont, in· 1814, and a Seminary in Troy, New York in 1821, 
and lVlary Lyon founded the first college for women, Niount 
Hoiyoke, in lb36. In 1833 a coeducational college was 
founded -- Oberli~.n in Ohio. But it took Miss Fuller 
to inspire a movement that would work for ending in-
equality between the sexes and open the way for Elizabeth 
~05 
.. 
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Cady Stanton, Susan Anthony, and Lucy Stone. 47 
I\friss Fuller did more than speak about the problems 
of women, she also wrote about them. J:v1any of her lj_ t-
erary critiques contained digressive comments on the 
inferior status of women and some of her Tribune ar-
ticles dealt solely with the effects of this inequality. 
The woman ri·ghts issue, however, was dealt with in 
length in her book, Woman in the Nineteenth Century 
(1844), the first treatise written in America on such a 
subject, published before she left for New York to be 
literary editor of the New York Daily Tribune. This 
book was an extension of a Dial essay written the year 
before with the nebulous title "The Great Lawsuit, 01· 
Man vs. lv1en, Woman vs. Women. 11 
In this book Miss Fuller pleaded that woman be 
treated and educated as a soul, a human being, and no·t. 
as a woman, and that she should have acces8 to every 
path man had, with "every barrier throvm down." She 
was fir~ly against the idea that women should be better 
educated so they could be better companions for husbands 
and mother·s for ILen. This wrongly limits them in their 
:rel.ationships. No soul should be so limi tea. Instead, 
she believed that woman should be educated to perfect 
her inherent talents. "The intellect, no more than the 
sense ·of hearing, is to be cultivated merely that wo.man 
be a more valuable companion to Man, but because the 
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-Power who gave a power, by its mere existence signifies 
that it 1nust be brought out toward perfection." Because 
men, even the most educated, have been taught to believe 
that the female was created especially for theE, she did 
not expect much help for these basic rights to come from 
them; instead, it must come from the women themselves, 
but first, they must learn to be self-reliant and self-
respecting. She realized that the obstacle to these 
qualities was the training girls received from parents, 
guardians, or teachers who instill the idea that it was 
wrong for them to have had any thoughts of their own or· 
.any originality. 1VIiss Fuller scorned the way women were 
t,:x,.eated like dependent children, and she even equated 
their condition with that of the slaves: "Each is a 
work-tool, an article of property, no morel 1148 
With her usual fairness, Miss Fuller admitteu that 
woman was better off in A.merica than Iuan in some re-
spects. "They are not so early forced in to the bustle 
of i1fe ,. nor so weighed down by demands for outward suc-
cess." Because of this, she felt that the fairer sex had 
mor·e time to read good books and to think; whereas the 
men were mate_r~ialistic. She acknowledged that the 
American male was kind to women, praising and flattering 
them and seldom scolding. This treat1nent, however, was 
not enough for Margaret Fuller and rightly so. fuany 
slave owners were good to their slaves, but it did not 
·,. 
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compensate for ·t:hei r lqck of liberty. Thus it was with 
women. 
To prove her point that the feminine sex should be 
given the same rights 88 Dian she used "Indian and Egyp-
tian mythology, Xenophon, Proclus, Latin writers, German 
legend, Goethe and Schiller, Manzoni, Ford and Massinger, 
Shakespeare, Mary Wollstonecraft, the Howitts, Miss 
Edgeworth, John :\dan1s, George Sand •••• to bear witness." 50· 
Al though w·oman in the Nineteenth Century would be 
considered prim and prudish to the modern mind, it was 
probably thought to be quite shocking and outspoken in 
its attack on the double standard for the sexes. Miss 
Fuller saw no reason that-men should not keep themselves 
as pure sexually as women were expected to be and that 
it was not enough for them to do physical exercise and 
take cold baths to reduce their sexual desire; instead, 
they must grow spiritually. With her eye for justice, 
she held men partly responsible for the prostitutes, whom 
they helped to become what they were. She could not ac-
cept the cowuonly held opinion of the times that men had 
stronger passions than women and that the la.tter must 
submit to their will lest coldness make a man turn t.o 
another woman. 51 
' 
J.Vf.tiss Fuller saw the ideal marriage as one based on 
religion, in which the couple was in intellectual com-
munion. She deplored the fixed marriages which occurred 
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particularly in Europe. If a woman would have equality, 
she saw no need for her to then use u"arriage as a con-
venience. 52 
As we have seen earlier Miss Fuller took a great 
interest in the fallen woman when she was in New York 
and wrote articles on her visits to the prisons. In 
this book, Woman in the Nineteenth Century, she urged 
women to help these fallen members of their own sex by 
working with reform groups or by themselves and suggested 
that they seek out these degrad~d wollien, give them tender 
sympathy, counsel, and employm~nt.53 
When ilAiss Fuller travelled abroad, ·she had an e.y-e·: 
on the way women were treated. In her letters to ·the 
Tribune she remarked on the condition o·f women in Lyons 
where they hrd two ways of making a living -- either by 
·weaving or by pros ti tut.ion; she W8S critic al of those 
who were content to feel that this was part of God's 
plan for mankind and resented being called "a visionary 
or fanatic" because she opposed this; she admired the 
courage of 1~~rs. Jameson, an English writer, to speak out 
~gainst prostitution, which many Englishmen felt was an 
,qwful, but necessary thing. 54 Some progress .in the 
betterment of women ple~sed her -- the educational op-
portunities for females she saw in Manchester ~d Liverpool 
were examples. Bologna, Italy, she found to be a woman's 
paradise, for there women were the "souls of society," 
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and there was a monument to a female Greek professor and 
a bust of a female Professor of Anatomy. 56 
Miss Fuller in her conversations and in her writings, 
especially in her book, Woman in the Nineteenth Century, 
did more· to help her sex to greater freedom and equality 
than any other woman of the time. 57 
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Chapter VIII 
I' 
In this paper Miss Fuller was presented as a critic 
of literature and society. Because her writing was faulty 
in construction, not always easy to reaci, digressive at 
times, high-flown and exclamatory like Carlyle's, 1 she 
could not be rated as a great critic. Nevertheless, she 
O.id display rare· and intelligent insight in her reviews 
of contemporary writers, European and ~merican. "No critic 
is infallible," 2 particuli:irly when evaluating works. of his 
own age,. and. Margaret Fuller was no exception. She over-
estimated the talents of Campbell, l~oore, and Crabbe by 
placing theili next to Scott and Byron; however, her error 
was made even worse by her listing of the former three 
with Wordsworth, Coleridge, and Shelley. It is difficult 
to understand her overly-high regard for the poetry of 
Southey and her placing him next to Wordsworth in great-
ness. The talents of Brockden Brown, w. E. Channing, and 
Cornelius Matthews were given more praise than they de-
served. But.her critical acumen in the judgment of other 
writers more than redeemed these glaring mistakes. To 
hliss Fuller's credit, she did recognize, as we have seen, 
the genius of Emerson, predicting that his influence 
would grow with time; even though Hawthorne and Poe had 
not reached the pinnacle of their powers in her lifetime, 
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she labelled them as the best writers of the day; and 
4espite the wide acclaim given Longfellow by most of 
her contemporaries, she correctly ranked him as second-
rate, bookish, and imitative • .Furthermore, as an Amer-
ican critic of European literature, she was unsurpassed 
in her age, particularly in the articles she wrote on 
Goethe. 3 Her estimate of his genius corresponds very 
well with what modern critics think of him. There is 
no doubt that her translations of some of his works and 
her critiques on him did a great deal towards making his 
books, considered imnJ.oral by so many, more acceptable 
to the Allierican public. 
She was the first to introduce the poetry of Robert 
Browning to the American public; and she recognized 
the inheren1' talent of lv'Iiss Barrett, later the wife of 
Browning and writer of the famous Sonnets to the Portu-- --
guese, poems far superior to her earlier ones which Miss 
Fuller discussed in the New York Tribune. 
Her classification of critics into three groups is 
still valid today; her terms "subjective" and "appre-
hensive" or "reproductive," are the equivalent of our 
modern terms, "impressionistic" and "expressionisti
1c." 
As a humanitarian and cteruocrat she believed that 
literature should serve all the people and ·not the few 
~ . 
. 
intellectuals. She was willing, therefore, to recogniz~ 
the importance of the temporary as well as the lasting l 
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literature; however, different methods of criticism should 
I 
be used to evaluate them. Works of temporary value were 
to be criticized by the "apprehensive" method -- the 
critic identified himself with the author and judged a ·1 
work by its own laws. Works of permanent value were to 
be criticized by the "comprehensive" method -- the critic 
identified himself with a work; after measuring it by its 
own laws, he compared it with a standard of his own choos-
ing; 1vliss Fuller used Shakespeare, Dante, or· Cervantes 
as examples. 
In her essays she followed her theories of critic ism· 
by arranging works in hierarchies and then judging them 
accordingly. Sometimes, however, her emotions overcarue 
her fine literary sense, and she became too enthusiastic 
over mediocre writers who echoed her inner beliefs or 
who showed some originality, which she admired, but no 
art. This could explain why she ranked Sue above Balz~1c 
and why she overpraised Brockden Brownn. 
Emerson did not think too highly of Miss Fuller's 
critic al insight, for he wrote in the Jiiemoirs: 11 In our 
noble Ivlarga.ret, her personal feeling colors all her judg-
-
ment of persons, of books, of pictures, and even of the 
laws of the world. "4 But Carlyle, after reading her 
book of criticism, Papers on Literature and Art, was 
-
impressed enough to write Emerson that he found these 
essays "undeniable utterances of a true heroic mind, --
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altogether unique, so far as I know, among the Writing 
Women of this generation; rare enough too, God knows 
among the writing men. " 5 
The economic, political, and racial problems of 
America in the· 1830' s were vividly· reflected in Miss 
Fuller's social criticism. Even though her chief con-
cern was literature, her large heart and deep need to do 
as well as think incited her to write about the injustices 
of the day in hope that she could stir others into action. 
As we have seen, Boston at this time was seething 
with intellectual activity among a small group known as 
transcendentalists. At first the new thought was centered 
! 
on religion; later it branched .out into many fields. 
These people, of whom Iviiss ltuller was one, w·ere no longer 
interested in salvation, as their Puritan forefather-a 
had been, but in social reform. Steeped in the philosophy 
·of the European romantli..cs, :particularly the German, they 
aspired towards perfection in their outward as well as 
inner life. They wanteu to remake the world into a better 
placev ~s with all idealists their enthusiasm was bound-
less, and they ca.me up with utopian plans to solve the 
problen1s caused by the rapidly expanding industrial age, 
,1 
not the least of wht6h were materialism and poverty. In 
the East weal th was centered in the hands o.f a few while 
the lliajority lived on a bare sustenance. Miss Fuller, 
aligning herself with those transcendentalists who were 
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not content to live in ivory towers, speculating on phi-
losophy, lashed out in her books and New York Tribune 
saw in society. 
America, founded on the high principles of freedom 
and liberty for all, was a young country, offering hope 
for a new life for mankind. Miss Fuller, an idealist, 
was anxious for it to perfor:n its best but what did she 
see happen :in just one year -- 1845? "What a year it 
has been with us? Texas annexed, and lliore annexa.tions 
--.,; 
in store; Slavery perpetuated, qs the most striking new 
feature of these movements. Such are the fruits of 
1\merican love of liberty: l'i1ormons murdered and driven· 
out, an an expression of American freedom of conscience. 
Caesius Clay's paper expelled from Kentucky; that is 
American f:r.eedom of press. All these deeds defended on 
the true Ftussian gro.unds.: 'We ( t:he stronger) know what 
you (the weaker) ought to do and be, and it shall be so.' 116 
Like Emerson, she was concerned about materialism, 
afraid that it would undermine the spiritual and intel-
lectual fiber of the cotmtry. 
Although late in her ~rotests against slavery be-
cause she could not stand the rabidness and narrowness 
of the Abolitionists and because she was busy with her 
own self-development and the editing of The Dial, she did 
finally speak strongly against this bondage, knowing that 
I· 
her country co~ld not live up to i t.s principles of equg_li ty 
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1 for all men unless this cruel institution was abandoned. 
The suffering of the Indians at the hands of the 
-·.1 hypocritical and so-called Christians aroused her indigna-
! 
tion when she travelled in Illinois anfl Wisconsin. She 
called on the white man to do all in his power to mitigate 
the sins of the past. 
Poverty in America, increased by the panic of 1837, 
:and the even m·eaner poverty in Europe wrung her heart. 
·she knew that some reforms must come -- that weal th could 
not,be centered in the hands of the few while the majority 
were on Lhe fringes of starvation. Although she agreed 
with the ends of Fourier's socialislli, she .was too much a 
believer in the individual to go completely along with 
the means. She saw not only a need for c.t1ange in social 
institutions, but a need for .change in man. Both m.ust go 
hand in hand. 
The social problem that bothered Miss Fuller the 
most and that was mentioned frequently in her writing 
is the inequality between the sexes. In her book, Woman 
in the Nineteenth Century, she demanded th8.t women be 
given every right and every opportunity that man had --
econoIL.ically, politically, and socially. She wanted 
women to be treated not as women but as huruan beings, 
souls with inherent talents and possibilities for growth. 
\_ This outspoken and daring book, the first written in 
A.merica on the rights of woman, p8,Ved the way for the.: 
.y· 
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" feminist movement in this country. 
While in New York, unuer the influence of the 
lib~ral Horace Greeley, she becan.i.e very interested in 
prisons, pqrticulqrly those for women. She was dis-
turbed by the,unsanitary conditions and the lacK of 
facilities to rehabilitate these fallen creatures. Her 
visits to the insane asylum, the poor house, the chil-
dren's farm, made her realize how crowded these places 
were, particularly the first one, and how there was a 
crying need for individual attention. She urged that 
the heads of these institutions be chosen for their 
ability to handle the job, not by political appointment. 
This was the only way improvement could come. 
l\itiss Fuller's days in New York with Horace Greeley 
prepared her for ner exciting sojourn in Italy, where 
her sympathy was aroused for the Italian's desire for 
independence from Austria, and she begar1 to work for it 
1wvi th all of her great energies. Her letters to the New 
York Tribune told about the great hopes the Italians 
had when Pius IX was elected Pope in 1846, for he showed 
tendencies toward liberalism- and reform; the war against 
Austria in 1848, aeclared by th~ three main political 
tendencies in Italy; the Pope's hesitancy about the war 
and finally about his flight from the city of Rome. 
lviargaret' s high hopes for an independent Italy were 
s·Jon dashed. lv.Iazzini, after the Pope fled and refused 
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to return, was named head of the triumvirate; but the 
Pope called on France, Austrian Naples, and Spain to 
restore him to power in Rome. Her letters told about 
how Rome was besieged. She worked in a hospital tending 
the wounded and dyin6 soldiers. After the defeat of Rome 
by the French under Cudinot, she longed for home. She, 
I 
her husband, Count Ossoli, and their young son sailed 
·for America from Gibraltar on J·une 19, 1850, and a month 
later they were drowned when their vessel, five miles off 
.Fire Island, sank. Her manuscript on the Roman revolution 
by which she was hoping to make some money, was lost too. 
Her tragic death put an end to her life just when she 
might have been re_ady to ao .her best work. She had 
tasted of love and ttothe.rhood and spent time in her be-
loved Italy. It is possible thaG with 6reater maturity 
and personal fulfillment she n1ight have done some really 
fine writing. Her Roman history, too, could have brought 
her fame. Nevertheless, she will be remembered in Anier-
ican literary history, not as a great writer, but as a 
vigorous intellect wi tl1 keen critical insight, and AS a 
rrumanitarian, a lover of ma.nkind, who courageously spoke 
out against the materialism, the narrowness of racial 
pre juctice, and the economic inequality of h:er age. Her 
hopes for mankind are still the hopes of all men every--
where wno champion humru1 rights and ci Vil-liberties, 
detesting tyranny and injustice of any kind. It is tim.e 
' \ 
" 
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that some of her works be edited and reprinted, for in 
them are many messages for our nuclear age -- an age of 
gross materialism, vulgarity, and inequality, racial and 
economic. 
In 1846 Miss Fuller prophesied the following in the 
New York Tribune, proving that she wc1.s not only fairly 
accurate in her literary predictions but in political 
A' 
ones as well: "Spain is dying by inches; England shows 
. 
symptoms of having passed her meridian; Austria has taken 
opillill, but she ~ust awake ere long; F~ance is in an un-
easy dream -- she knows she has been very sick, had had 
terri_ble remedies administered, and ought to be getting 
thoroughly well, which she is not ••.• No power is in the 
.. 
ascending course except the Russians, and that has such_: 
a condensation of brute forces, anim·ated by despotic 
will, that it seems sometimes as if it might by and by 
stride over Europe and face us across the water. Then 
would be op~osed to one another the two extremes of 
~utocracy and Democracy, 8lld a trial of strength woLlla 
¢::q.sue between the two principles more grand and full than. 
any ever seen on this planet, and of which the result 
lllU~t be to_ bind Ill.a.nlcincl by one chain of convictions.'17 
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W. H. Channing, J. F. Clarke (B.oston, 1852), 213. 
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8 Thomas Wentworth Higginson, Margaret Fuller 
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9Margaret Fulier, Papers on Literature and \rt 
.(New York, 1846), 112-125. -
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Literature, I, ed. w. P. Trent, John Erskine, s. P. 
Sherman, and Carl Van Doren (New York, 1917), 342 and 
Williarr1 P. Trent, Ameri~an Li ter§:ture (New York, 1903), 
p. 321, rated il.1iss .Buller as the best critic along with 
Poe that we had up until 1850. George E. De l.1iille,· 
Literary Criticism in America (Binghamton, c. 1931), 
p. 129, on the other hand, said that Margaret fuller 
is not the best literary critic of America up to 1850 
because of her poor writing. He described her style 
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as "impossible -- dull, inflated, muddy,. possessing all 
the vice and none of the virtues·· of critical prose." 
He did admit, however, that if one h:;:i.s the patience to 
read through all of her work and try to find out what 
she was atterapting to say "one finds traces of good 
critic al in telliger1ce." Bernard Smi th 9 Forces in 
A.lli8rican Criticism (New York, c. 1939)p Po 114 w'rote: 
"But for her style, Iv1argare t Fuller woo.ld be recognized 
as one ot· the best critics of her generationo uo Helen 
Neill Tu~ct1aster 9 "~flargaret fuller as a. Literary Critic," 
Buffalo Univo Studies, VII (1928)j 42, footnote 2 9 · in-
correctly credited W. L. Parr·ing ton, Romantic Hevolution 
(New York, c. 1927), p. 426, with rating Miss fuller as 
the best critic America had up until 18500 Instead, Mr. 
Pa,rrington wrote: "The written record tha.t Margaret 
fuller left is quite inade~uRte to explain her con-
tempora.ry reputation. In no sense an artist, scarcely 
a competent craftsman, she wrote_ nothing that bears the 
mark of high distinction either·'"in thought or style." 
12Frederick Augustus Braun, Margaret Fuller and 
Goethe (New York, 1~10), p. 3; Wade, Whetstone, p. xvi. 
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Chapter III 
1Memoirs, I, 114. Braun, Margaret Fuller and Goethe, p. 41, wrote that Ivliss Fuller became interested in German literature through reading Iviadame oe Sta~l o He based 
this assumption on a letter written hiay, 1826, by lvlar·garet Fuller in which she called the J?rench writer "Bril-liant •••• useful too, but it is on the grand scale, on 
liberalizing, regenerating principles." (JWemoirs, I, 55) Mr. Braun noted that the very next year she wrote of 
.tv.adame de Sta~l again and that she must have learned of 
the Weimar writers -- Goethe, Schiller, Herder, and 
others through her. (See Membirs, I, 56) He believed, 
too, that Russell's Tour in Germany had sollie influence 
on her to study German, for in this book she found 
material on the universities of that colmtry. This idea is based on a letter written by 11iss Fuller stating: "I 
advise you to read •.• Russell's Tour in Germany. There 
you will fin·d more intelligent and detailed ac·ccunts 
than I have see~ anywhere of the state of German uni-
versities ••• " (i\1emoirs, I, 56) Jam.es Freeman Clarke, a great-Unitarian preacher, a~thor, and a protester against 
slavery, in the 1Vlelhoirs, I, 114, told how he and lviargaret 
Fuller met almost each evening to discuss their progress in German. He wrote: "Her mind opened under this 
influence, as the apple-blossom at the end of a warm 
week in May. The thought ana beauty of this rich 
literature equally filled her mind and fascinated her illiagination." In lvlemoirs, I, 9U, Itr. Clarke noted,too, 
that Reverend F. H. Hedge, who had studied at a German 
University, conversed with rliss Fuller and stimulated her thinking. 
r, 
iin the lVIemoirs, I, 241, li1liss Fuller wrote to 
Eru.erson, December, 1842: "Italian, as well as German, I learned by myself, unassisted, except as to the 
pronunciation." · lVIr·. Braun, Iv1:argaret Fuller and Goethe, 
p. 46, believed that it was Clarke who taught her the 
Ger1L.an pronunciRtion, for in the Iv~e1noi.rs, II, 8, w. H. 
Channing wrote that Clarke "was her constant companion 
in exploring the .rich gardens of German literature." 
3Higginson, Ossoli, p. 41. 
4Meruoirs, I, 168~ 
5Memoirs, I, 243. 
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71~emoirs, I, 243. 
8
.Memoirs, I, 121, 118, 120, 169. 
9ttigginson, Ossoli, p. 188. It was finally 
published after her death in Art, Literature, and Drama (Boston, l856). 
10
c1arence L. F. Gohdes, Periodicals of American 
Transcendentalism (Durham, 193I), p. 17. In his dis-
cussion of_ The Western Messenger, Mr. Gohdes emphasized 
that this western periodical had a great influence on 
The Dial. On pages 35-36 he pointed out that it was 
erroneous to consider the latter magazine as "the organ 
of tra.nscenden talism rather than an organ of the move-
ment." Both had the same aim andSame contributors. 
"The reader of The Dial and The vv·estern 1'Iessenger finds 
scarcely any type of materialWhich is not collllDon to 
both journals.'' 
11Margaret Fuller, "Karl Theodor K~rner: I,"· Western 
i~Iessenger, IV, (January, 1838), ·.506-311; "Karl Theodor 
Kljrner: II," The \~estern l\~essenger, IV, (February, 1838), 
369-375. 
12Higginson, Ossoli, pp. 188-190, said that this 
book made Goethe seerli closer to him than any had done 
before or since. He did not think 1~1iss Fuller received 
any money for her translation "beyond the good practice 
for hersel£ and the gratitude of others.'' 
13Margaret Fuller, Writings, ed. Mason Wade ( New 
York, 1941), pp. 236-237. 
14 ·t· Wr1 1ngs, ed. Mason Wade, pp. ·237-238. 
l5Writings, ed. l\lason Wade, PP• 238-239. 
16Goethe, A Slmposium, ed. Dagobert D. Runes (New York, 1932), pp. 26; 65. 
l7Braun, Margaret Fuller and Goethe, pp. 155-156. 
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18writings, ed. Mason Wade, pp. 234, 239. 
l9Braun, lilargaret Fuller an<i Goethe, p. 172. 
I 
20 Hiargare t Fuller, u1v1enzel' s View of Goethe," 
rJihe Dial, I, (Janua.ry, 1841), 340-347. 
i 
21ll'fargaret l!'Uller, "Goethe," The Dial, II, (July, 
1841), 1-41. From Calvin Thomas, Goethe (New York., 1917), pp. 52-85, I got the following historical in-
forkation about the invitation to Weimar, its acceptance, 
and the results: In 1775 Karl A.ugust, the eighteen year 
old Duke,_invited Goethe, whose writings everyone was discussing, to visit him at his court. To keep his 
friend there the young Duke offered Goethe a seat in 
the council of state. The poet took this position and 
had the title of Privy Councilor of Legation. He took 
his responsibility seriously ~nd spent much time trying 
to fulfill his obligations. In 1779 he became Com-
missioner of War and Highways. As such he had to pay 
particular attention to recruiting soldiers and build-
ing roads. In 17b2 he was made President of the Chamber, 
Chief ftdministrator of the duchy. The f'inances of 
Weimar were not in order, and he worked diligently to 
make expenses balance income. ~t the same time, he gave 
a great deal of effort to educati8nal affairs. This 
left little time for his poetic writing. "Not one of 
the more f8Jhous works of Goethe reached its final forru 
cturing that first decade in ~Neimar. 11 Not until after 
his vacation in Italy, aid he begin to write as II.i.uch as 
he had before ~oing to Weimar. 
22The Dial, II (July, 1841), 2 j - ...... 
23The Dial, II (July, 1841), 4-5. 
24The Dial, II (July, 1841), 5-6. 
~
5The Dial, II (July, 1841), 6, 19-20. 
26The Dial, II (July, 1841), 1. 
27The Dial, II (July, 1841), 1. 
28The Dial, II (July, 1841), 20-21. 
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29The Dial, II (July, 1841), 21-22. 
3oThe Dial, II (July, 1841), 21-22. 
31select Journal of Far eign Periodical Literature, 
I (April, 1833), 260. --
32North American Review, LII (July, 1840), 250. 
33The Dial, II (July, 1841), 23. 
34Jol1arm ·wolfgang Goethe, Wilhelm I"1:eister's 
Apprenticeship and Travels, I, translated by Thomas 
Carlyle, introduction Edward Dowden, ea. Clement Kin~ 
Shorter (Chicago, 1890), xix-xx. 
55The Dial, II (July, 1841), 31-34. 
36The Dial, II (July, 1841), 41. 
.j7Ebbitt, "Margaret Fuller's Ideas on Criticism, 
=p., 179. 
fl 
38Braun, Margaret Fuller and Goethe, p. 148. 
39correspondence of Thomas Carlyle and Emerson, I, 
~d. Charles Eliot Norton (Boston, 1883), 29-30. 
40Braun, Margaret Fuller and Goethe, pp. 148-149, 
175-176. 
41Memoirs, I, 262. 
42Braun, Margaret Fuller qnd Goethe, p. 240. 
,e 
43Albert Schweitzer, Goethe (Boston, c. 1948), 
p. 54: "Goethe's message to the men of today is the same 
as to the men of his time and to the men of all times: 
'Strive for true humanity. ' 11 
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1Memoirs, II, 152-153. Mr. Greeley described 
S11mmer on the Lakes as "' one of the clearest and most 
graphicaeiineations, ever given, of the Great Lakes, 
of the Prairies, and of the receding barbarism, and 
the rapidly advancing, but rude, repulsive semi-
civilization, which were contending with most unequal 
forces for the possession of those rich lands.'" Trent, 
A History of American Literature, p. 319, found this 
book of lviiss Fuller's ''lUleven in merit" and her style 
amaturisho I felt the same wayo There were parts of 
S1Jnn1,er on the Lakes which were excellent in description 
and tnought; then there were others which were exactly 
the opposite. Many of the things she cri ticize·d in this 
book, such as America's treatment of the Indian, will 
be discussed later. 
2Higginson, Ossoli (Boston, c. 1884), p. 217. 
3correspondence of Carlyle and Emerson, II, 115. 
Enierson did not approve of l\Jiss Fuller's going to New 
York as a writer on a newspaper, for when he wrote 
to Carlyle about her coming to England and his desire 
for his f'riend to 111eet this remarkable A.ruerican wom~, 
he said that ''her employment on the Tribune is not 
satisfactory to n1e." 
4Greeley, Recollections of~ Busy Life, p. 177, 
said this of her work, even though he thought highly 
of her ideas and writing·: "If qua.nti ty only were 
considered, I could easily write ten columns to her 
one; indeed, she would only write at all when in tne 
vein; ana her headaches and other infirmities often 
precluded all labor for days." 
5 J. Parton, The Life of Horace Greeley: (r~ew York, 
1885), p. 259. 
6 Correspondence of Carlyle and Emerson, II, 116. 
it.cMaster, "IVIargaret .E'uller as a Literary Critic," pp. 
94-97, discussed the relative importance of magazines 
and newspapers of this period. She pointed out th3. t 
there were no accurate records concerning the circula-
tion -- only approximate fi 6ures for magazines and 
newspapers of this perioc. There were no accurate 
systellis of book.keeping, and even the owners did not 
know the exact nUIL.ber of subscribers. 
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26North American Review, LIII (July, 1841), 109. 
27Felizia Seyd, Romantic Rebel (New York, 1940), 
pp. 274-275. 
28New York Tribune (February 1, 1845), 
29New York Tribune (February 1, 1845), 
JONew York Tribune (August 22, 1845) and Papers 
on Literature ana Art, II, 11-12. 
31Memoirs, I, 258-259. 
32Margaret Fuller, At Home and Abroad, ed. 
A. B. Fuller (Boston, 18?b), p. I9,. 
33E. D. The American Whig Review, III (March, 
1846), 239-248. See Jones, 11 A.merican CoiiLnent on George 
Sand, 11 pp. 589-407. lVlr. Jones warned that one should 
be skeptical about the influence of Jean Jaques Rous-
seau on the theories of An1erican thinking and culture. 
He quoted passages from various magazines of the day 
wl1ich did not speak too highly of Rousseau. 
34At Home and Abroad, p. 207. 
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:Chapter VIII 
1Poe, Works, VIII, 99, noted that h~r writing 
had "frequent illljustifiable Carlyleisn1s ( such as that 
of writing sentences which are no sentences, since, 
to be parsed, reference must be had to sentences 
preceding)." 
2Sllii th, Forces in American Criticism, p. 115. 
-
3Mcr,1a.ster, "ltlargaret Fuller as a Cr·i tic," p. 48. 
4hlemoirs, I, 279. 
5correspondence of Thomas Carlyle and Emerson, 
II, 125. 
611.argaret Fuller, "First of January lb46," New 
York Tribune (January 1, 1846). 
7New York Tribune (January 1, lb46). 
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A.ppendix 
I was born in Bangor, r~?11sylvania, March 18, 
} 
Iv[y par.ents, I~lr. lVIax"'~W··inkler and lvlrs. Elma Leavens 
Winkler, are both deceased. 
When nine years of age, I moved with my :family to 
Bethlehem, Pennsylvania, where I attended the public 
school·s, Monacacy and Liberty High School, until I was 
in the tenth grade. At that time I transferred to 
Moravian Preparatory School and graduated in June, 1936. 
I went to Moravian College fo_r one year and then trar1s-
ferred to Bucknell ·l:Jniversity. While at the latter, I 
was elected to the honorary economic society, Del ta r~u 
Delta. I graduated from Bucknell University in 1940 
with a B.S. in Commerce and Finance. 
Shortly after my graduation from Bucknell, I was 
:married to William D. Scott, who graduate.d from Lehigh 
Jniversity with a B.S. in Chemistry in 1938. 'lie lived· 
one year at St. Andrew's School, 1vlida.letown, Delaware, 
where my husb.and taught. Our second year we lived in 
Mullica Hill, New Jersey, and then we moved to Bangor, 
Pennsylvania, where we have lived ever since. lvjy nusband 
is Vice-President of the blue Ridge Textile, in Bangor, 
Pennsylvania. 
We hqve one son, Davia w. Scott, who is attending 
the University of Colorado, Boulder, Colorado. 
I have never held a permanent teaching position, but 
have done substitute work in the Bangor Area Joint High 
School. 
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